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INTRODUCTION
This document compiles the natural environment and
physical standard data, in preliminary form, to provide a
uniform basis for specific planetary and interplanetary mission
studies. Data on the physical environment in interplanetary
space and on the physical environment of the planets Mars and
Venus are presented. The only astrodynamical data presented
are a few fundamental constants on the planets. It does not
cover the earth's magnetosphere or the moon, nor does it include
values for the induced environment of space vehicles. Where the
effect of the natural environment on space vehicles or space
missions is not obvious, an effort has been made to point out
briefly potential effects induced by the environment.
The explanatory background material, necessary for
understanding and use of environmental data, by both engineers
and scientists in need of data beyond their immediate fields of
specialization, is included. Whenever authoritative values for
environmental data are available, they are used. A limited range
of values is presented in the area where agreed upon data are
lacking, with preferred values indicated wherever possible. In
case of highly controversial or uncertain data, a proper caveat
is included in the data presentation. Reference lists are
included. The cgs unit system is used, except where other units
are in exclusive use by the majority of workers in a field.
Different sections in this document were supplied by
experts in the corresponding fields, and their assistance is
hereby acknowledged. Special thanks are due to A. C. Buffalano,
J. S. Dohnanyi and R. H. Hilberg of Bellcomm, Inc., who provided
the major part of entire chapters, to Dr. B. G. Smith, who had a
major share in the initial stages of this project, and to many
colleagues in the general scientific community, who were frequently
consulted on specific questions.
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(I) INTERPLANETARY SPACE
(IA) SOLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
(a) INTRODUCTION
The dominant source of electromagnetic radiation in
interplanetary space is the sun. Table IA.1 pro-
vides a summary of important physical parameters re-
lated to the sun's dimensions and its position in
interplanetary space [Allen, 1963; Landolt-Bornstein,
1965; NASA-SE 015-001-1, 1965; Melbourne et al., 19681.
i
r
Table IA.1
Important solar parameters
Ratio of sun's mass to 332945.6
earth's mass
Gravitational parameter 1.32712499 x 10 26
 cm 3 sec-2
Radius 6.95992 x 10 10
 cm
Angular rotation veloc- 2.87 x 10 -6 radian sec-1
ity (at 16 0
 latitude)
Mean distance from 1.49597893 x 10 13 cm
earth - 1 AU
Semi-diameter at 1 AU 0.004652 radian
=959.63"
Apparent visual -26.78
magnitude
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Owing to the high opacity of solar gases, the observed
solar radiation originates in the sun's outer enve-
lope, the solar atmosphere. Three distinctive layers
in the sun's atmosphere are recognized on account of
their different physical and radiative properties:
1) Photosphere - defined as the gaseous shell ex-
tending from the sun's outer edge, as observed
in visible light, down to the level at which
gases become completely opaque. The depth of
the photosphere is %350 km, and its effective
average temperature is %5800°K. The photosphere
accounts for the overwhelming _portion of solar
electromagnetic radiation.
2) Chromosphere - observed as the red ring during
total solar eclipses, when the sun's bright disk
is occulted by the moon. Its thickness is
-15000 km, and its temperature varies from
^4400°K at its interface with the photosphere to
v10 6 *K at its outer edge. Emission from the
chromosphere dominates the solar spectrum be-
0tween -100 and ti1700 A.
3) Corona - observed during eclipses as an exten-
sive greenish-white halo, drawn out to tens of
solar radii. The corona is the source of the
sun's radio emission at meter wavelengths and
of its emission of soft X-rays and ultraviolet
O
radiation below 100 A.
Section IA deals exclusively with phenomena associ-
ated with direct solar emission.
(b) GENERAL STRUCTURE
The observed spectrum of direct solar emission spans
all wavelengths between X-rays of a few angstroms
and the ^30m cutoff of the ionosphere. The solar
electromagnetic radiation is conveniently divided
into three main categories:
1) Black-body steady state
2) Non-black-body steady state
3) Non-steady state

t- IA-4 -
A concise survey of observational data on the solar
radiation has recently been published by NASA [NASA
SP-8005, 1965], containing a useful list of refer-
ences. Figure IA1, from this document, illustrates
the general structure of solar electromagnetic
radiation.
(c) BLACK-BODY STEADY STATE SOLAR RADIATION
Black-Body steady state radiation encompasses the
bulk of solar electromagnetic radiation. Its proper-
ties are summarized in Table IA.2.
Table IA.2
Characteristics of steady state
solar black-body radiation
Equivalent overall 5800°K
effective black-
body temperature
Equivalent black- 6000°K
body temperature
for the visible and
infrared spectrum
Solar Constant; de-
fined as solar 2.00 cal CM-2 min-1
radiation intensity
= 1.40 x 10 6 erg cm-2 sec-1
at 1 AU
= 0.140 watt cm-2
Radiation pressure
at 1 AU on a body
with albedo a (1+a)	 x 4.67 x 10 -5 dynes CM-2
% of irradiance in
the solar spectrum
at 1 AU
UV < 3800 A 7.3% 0.146 cal cm 2min-1
0
3800 - 7500 A 46.4% 0.928 cal cm 2min -1
0
Infrared > 7500 A 46.3% 0.926 cal cm-2min -1
Peak irradiance
0
4500 A 0.22 watt cm-2 micron-1
0
4750 A 0.22 watt cm- 2 micron-1
F
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Figure IA2 [Johnson, 1965] shows concisely the dis-
tribution of solar irradiance versus wavelength in
the visible and near infrared.
0
Figure IA1 shows that solar radiation below ti1000A and
above til cm is markedly time dependent. This reflects
the origin of radiation at these wavelengths in the
upper layers of the solar atmosphere which are subject
to strong cyclic and transient variations. Between
these limits the solar spectrum is quite constant in
time, but displays varying departure from ideal black-
__	 body radiation at 6000 °K.
(d) FRAUNHOFER LINES
The Fraunhofer line spectrum comprises a series of
dark lines observed in the solar spectrum from the UV
through the infrared. The dark lines are due to ab-
sorption of the solar continuum radiation, emitted in
the photosphere, by gases in higher lavers of the
solar atmosphere. Table IA.3 [Allen, 1963] lists the
prominent Fraunhofer lines in the visible part of the
spectrum. The Fraunhofer spectrum is the primary tool
for identification of solar constituents.
Table IA.3
Prominent Fraunhofer lines in the visible spectrum
Atom Name
0
?- (A)
Ca II K 3933.7
Ca II H 3968.5
Fe I 4045.8
H I Hb 4101.7
H I H^ 4861.3
Mg I b 5183.6
Na
 I D2 5890.0
Na I D1 5896.0
H I Ha 6562.8
r
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Though absorption in localized regions may be quite
variable in time, the local variations will be
usually obliterated in spectra taken over the entire
disk, except in the case of a few selected lines,
such as the Ca K line. Thus for most practical pur-
r	 poses, the Fraunhofer spectrum may be regarded as
constant.
(e) NON-BLACK BODY RADIATION IN THE UV
0
Figure IA1 shows that below A000 A the solar spectrum
departs from 6000 0 K black-body radiation, and displays
time variations, which increase toward shorter wave-3	 0
lengths. The continuum down to 2085 A is stable :1ith-
0
in ti5%, and below 2500 A corresponds to a Planckian
-	 temperature of %5500°K, as shown in Figure IA3
-	 [Goldberg, 19671. Between 2085 and 1216 A solar radi-
ation is stable within ti50%, but displays a complex
structure of emission lines superimposed on a continu-
um corresponding to ti4700 0K, as can be seen in Figures
IA4 [Johnson, 1965] and IA3. Apart from the Lyman a
region, most of the emitte3 energy is contained in the
continuum. Table IA.4 lists prominent lines in the
0
solar UV spectrum from 1215-2000 A [Hinteregger, 1965].
Table IA.4
Prominent lines in the solar UV spectrum
0
from 1000-2000A
Line Intensity
Identification a(A} (10 -8
 watt cm-2)a
H Ly-a 1215.67 51.0
C IV 1548.19 1.1
C I 1657.00 1.6
Si II 1808.01 1.5
Si II 1817.42 4.5
Si III 1892.03 1.0
0
a - within a 1A bandwidth centered on line
b - blended with additional lines
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(f) VARIATIONS IN SOLAR ACTIVITY
Solar activity varies periodically with the mean solar
cycle of %11.4 years. Physical :manifestations of
variable solar activity are twofold:
1) periodic changes in the fre q uenc y o f occurrence of
transient phenomena, such as sunspots, solar
flares, etc., these May be associated with short-
lived, but copious production of corpuscular and
electromagnetic radiation, such as X-ray and radio
bursts;
2) periodic changes in the average ZeveZ of solar
radiation over certain frequency bands, such as
emission of X-rays, EW (extreme ultraviolet) and
radio waves.
The Most convenient index of varying solar activity
is the so-called "sunspot number." This is the con-
ventional measure of the frequency of sunspots, which
are the most easily observed transient optical pheno-
mena on the sun. The "sunspot number," which is
relatively insensitive to observational bias, has been
directly recorded since 1849, and earlier records,
going back to ^1750, have been reduced to this :measure
[Kiepenheuer, 1953]. Figure IA5 [ESSA, 19671 is a
plot of the monthly averages of sunspot numbers over
the last two complete cycles and the present cvcle
through March 1967, and shows the nean of the last
twelve cycles.
(g) SOLAR CYCLE VARIATIONS IN THE RADIO E14ISSION
Figure IA1 shows that above ^-lmm the quiet sun radio
emission increasingly diverges from black body radia-
tion at 6000°K. The variation of this departure with
wavelength is evidence of the different altitudes of
the regions of emission in the solar atmosphere, whose
temperature increases from 16000°K in the nhotosphere
to U 10 60 K in the corona. Figure IA1 also shows the
striking increase in solar radio emission with mount-
ing solar activity, with the greatest relative differ-
ence between solar maximum and solar Minimum occurring
in the decimeter region.
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The solar radio emission at 10.7 cm, which has been
continuously recorded since the mid-40's, is, indeed,
another convenient index of solar activity. Its
strong correlation with sunspot number is demonstra-
ted in Figures IA6 [Smerd, 19641 and IA7 [Johnson,
19651. The latter figure traces the cyclic variation
of the mean monthly 10.7 cm solar radio noise flux
since 1947.
(h) SHORT TIME SCALE VARIATIONS IN THE RADIO EMISSION
Superimposed on the general cyclic trend of solar
radio emission are variations with varying time
scales, short compared to the 11.4 year period. The
"slowly varying component," with the longest time
scale, shows a periodicity of n,27 days, similar to
l	 sunspot frequency. It is responsible for the numer-
ous wiggles in the upper curve of Figure IA7, which
reflect the motion of active centers across the sun's
visible disk, as illustrated in Figure IA8 [Steinberg
and Lequeux, 1963].
i	 On a yet shorter time scale are solar radio noise
	
1.	 storms and bursts of various types. The character-
._Istics of solar radio emission are summarized in
Table IA.5 [Steinberg and Lequeux, 1963; Smith and
Smith, 1963].
r-
W VARIATION IN THE SOLAR EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET EMISSION
	
-	 o
BETWEEN 200-1215.7 A
The total energy emitted by the sun between Hydrogen
0
Lyman-a
 and 200 A near solar minimum is about
7.0 x 10-7
 watt cm-2
 at 1 AU, of which n,4.0 x 10 -7
	
?	 watt 
CM-2 are due to Lyman -a
 [Hinteregger, 1968].
About one third of the remaining n,3 x 10 -7
 watt cm-2
is contained in prominent emission lines. Figure IA9
[Johnson, 19651 shows the major part of this spectral
	
-	 region.
Though systematic observations of this region cover
	
_	 only part of the preceding solar cycle, the intensity
of the line spectrum displays considerable dependence
1 7 	 on solar activity. This is indicated in Table IA.6
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Hinteregger, 1965] where measurements taken at times
_	 of different solar activity [see Figure IA7] are com-
pared. In view of the evidence for correlation be-
tween the 10.7 cm radio noise flux and EUV emission
[Neupert, 1964], the following crude model is sugges-
ted for the solar cycle variation of energy flux con-
tained in the EUV emission, until more complete in-
formation becomes available [Hinteregger, 1968]: the
Lyman-a irradiance varies between %4 and %8 x 10 -7
watt cm-2
 between solar minimum and maximum; the irra-
diance in the remainder of the EUV spectrum, down to
200 A, varies between %3 and ti9 x 10 -7 watts cm-2 over
this time interval. In between a linear correlation
with the 10.7 cm irradiance may be applied.
3
r
Table IA.6
Fluxes of solar EUV emission lines
(Unit = 10 9 Photons CM-2 sec-1)
Wave-
	 Identi- (A) August (B) December Ratio
length	 fication 1961 1963 (A)/(B)
1206.5	 Si III 4.0 3.3 1.2
1025.7	 H Ly-S 2.5 1.8 1.4
977.0	 C III 4.0 3.0 1.3
770.4	 Ne VIII 0.41 0.22 1.9
584.3	 He 1 0.89 0.42 2.1
335.0	 Fe XVI 0.33 0.07 4.5
303.8	 He II Ly-a 2.5 2.3 1.1
(j) VARIATIONS IN SOLAR X-RAY EMISSION
Below 200 A both the quiescent and sporadic solar
emission vary substantially over the solar cycle.
The relative differences increase sharply with dimin-
ishing wavelengths. The total irradiance at 1 AU in
this spectral region is ,,1.3 x 10-7 watt CM-2 nearf
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solar minimum [Hinteregger, 19651. The amplitude of
solar cycle variations of irradiance in a number of
observed X-ray bands is illustrated in Table IA.7
[Goldberg, 19671. In the interim between extreme con-
ditions, correlation of X-ray irradiance with the 10.7
cm radio flux is indicated [Landini et al., 19671.
Table IA.7
Quiescent solar X-ray irradiance
(Unit = 10-8 watt cm-2)
Spectral band Solar minimum Solar maximum
0-10 A 10-12 ti3 x 10 -10
10-20 A 10 -11 ti1.5 x 10-9
44-60 A 10-9 5 x 10-9
Sporadic X-ray bursts may, temporarily, outweigh the
quiescent solar emission at short wavelengths. These
bursts are associated with active regions on the sun,
such as flares and prominences, and last from a few
seconds to tens of minutes. A large solar flare
("importance 3') may yield at 1 AU transient fluxes
Of up to 10 -7 watt CM-2 in the 10-20 A band, which is
about 10 4
 times the quiescent flux at solar minimum.
At the same time the flux in the 44-60 A band may also
be .10-7
 watt cm- 2 , which is merely a hundredfold en-
hancement [De Jager, 19671.
	 1
t
i
a
7
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(IB) NON-SOLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
(a) INTRODUCTION
Except for part of the radio emission from Jupiter,
the bulk of electromagnetic radiation in interplane-
tary space, not directly supplied by the sun, is due
either to the sun's reflected energy, or to solar
energy absorbed and re-radiated in a different region
of the spectrum. Only planetary bodies contribute a
significant amount of radiation, other bodies in the
solar system being either too small, such as meteors,
or of transitory character, such as comets.
(b) REFLECTION OF LIGHT BY PLANETARY BODIES AND THEIR
GRAY-BODY EMISSION
Reflected light in the solar system is mostly direct-
ly reflected sunlight. A notable exception is the
"dark side" radiance of planetary satellites, such as
the moon. The intensity of light reflected by a body,
in the region of wavelength centered on a, is the
product of the spectral aZbedo a, and the intensity
of light intercepted by the body in this region. For
the total reflected light intensity a mean aZbedo a is
substituted. A gray body, at temperature T, emits
radiation with a spectral distribution equal to that
of a black body of the same temperature, but with an
intensity diminished by the factor (1-a), where a is
constant. Consequently, a planetary body at tempera-
ture T, considered as a gray body with albedo a, radi-
ates energy with a spectral intensity
F = (1-a) x 3.741 x 104 watt cm 2 micron-1
5j 1.439x104	 } e	 XT	 - 11
where a is measured in microns. The total power
radiated by the body is given by
F = (1-a) x 5.699 x 10-12 T 4
 watt cm 2
rqft^ own"
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(c) PHOTOMETRIC PARAMETERS OF PLANETARY BODIES
The observed, or apparent, brightness of heavenly
bodies is a function of the luminous flux from their
surface and their distance from the observer. In the
case of the planets the luminous flux itself depends
on their albedo and their distance from the sun.
The traditional measure of apparent brightness is the
visual magnitude, mv , defined by
my
 = u1-2.4 logl0E
u l = -14.05+0.05, [de Vaucouleurs, 1964], a constant;
E, measured in lumen m 2 , is the illumination at the
point of observation. 1 lumen m 2 = 1 candela sterad
M 2 = 1 lux.
In practice, only magnitude differences, or illumina-
tion ratios are measured. Thus, the observed illumi-
nation E produced by a celestial object, is given by
E= 6.95 x 10 
-12 
x 10 
-0.++16mv 
x Esun
where Esun is the solar illumination, and my the ob-
ject's apparent visual magnitude.
For a planet, at distance R from the sun and 0 from
the earth, the reduced magnitude, 
MV 
1, is defined by
mv ' = my
 -5 log Ro
This is the magnitude which would be observed at 1 AU
from the planet, if the latter were itself 1 AU dis-
tant from the sun.
Table IB.1 presents photometric parameters of the
planets, some of their satellites, as well as of some
bright stars [Allen, 1963; deVaucouleurs, 1964]. For
comparison the normalized visual magnitudes of the
Echo I and Pageos sat.elliLes are included [Emmons et
al, 19671. These satellites are aluminized spheres
of 100 ft. diameter.
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Table IB.1
Photometric parameters of celestial objects
Distance Mean solar Reduced Mean Mean
Object from sun
in AU
irradiance in
cal cm 2 min_ 1
visual
magnitude
opposition
magnitude
visual
albedo
Sun 0 - -26.78
Mercury 0.39 13.4 -	 0.39 - 0.058
Venus 0.72 3,8 -	 4.37 - 0.705
Earth 1.00 2.0 -	 3.87 - 0.380
Moon it if +	 0.21 -12.74 0.068
Mars 1.52 0.87 -	 1.49 -	 1.98 0.159
Phopos 11 +11.99 +11.50 -
Deimos " it +12.99 +12.50 -
Jupiter 5.20 0.08 -	 9.20 - 2.50 0.58
Io it 11
-	 1.18 + 5.52 0.13
Europa it it -	 1.03 + 5.67 0.68
Ganymede it ti -	 1.52 + 5.18 0.34
Callisto it It
- 0.50 + 6.20 0.13
Saturn 9.55 0.022 -	 8.88 + 0.70 0.57
Uranus 19.20 0.0055 - 7.17 + 5.51 0.80
Neptune 30.10 0.0022 -	 6.87 + 7.85 0.71
Pluto 39.50 0.0013 -	 1.01 +14.87 0.15
-----------
Sirius
---------- ---
5.56x105
------ -----
-
-----------
-
--------------------
-	 1.4 -
Canopus 1.15x107 - - -	 0.9 -
Vega 1.67x107 - - 0.0 -
Polaris 4.12x107 - - 1.0 -
Echo I at 1609 km 0.009
Pageos 0.003
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(d) PLANETARY RADIO EMISSION
The major part of the absorbed solar radiation is
thermally emitted in the microwave range. In addi-
tion, Jupiter emits a strong flux of non-thermaZ
radiation. Figure IB1 [after Smith and Carr, 19641
presents the maximum microwave flux from the planets,
and the microwave flux from the quiet sun [Boischot,
1967].
(e) ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION ORIGINATING OUTSIDE THE SOLAR
SYSTEM
Cosmic electromagnetic radiation spans the entire
spectrum from y rays to radio waves. Whereas visible
radiation has been the subject of astronomy for many
centuries, the exploration of other spectral regions
is still in its'infancy.
Various sources of X-rays have been discovered, and
tentatively located within and without our galaxy.
At the other end of the spectrum, the :radio spectrum
of the galaxy has been mapped at several wave lengths.
At a - 15m, the brightnesa temperature exceeds in
some regions 250,000°K, whereas at 3.5 cm it drops in
places to 10°K and less. Figure IB 2 [Steinberg and -
Lequeux 19631 presents partial maps of the galaxy, as
observed at 22 cm, and 3.5 cm. These maps display a
large number of discrete sources superimposed on a
continuous background, and indicate the sharp reduc-
tion in radiation away from the galactic plane.
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(IC) SOLAR WIND, INTERPLANETARY GAS AND MAGNETIC FIELDS
(a) INTRODUCTION
The sun is the source of particulate as well as elec-
tromagnetic radiation. Space probes and satellites
have confirmed the existence of a continuous flux of
low energy charged particles, called the solar wind,
from the solar corona. This solar wind plasma,
streaming nearly radially outward from the sun,
behaves like a perfectly conducting fluid, whose
energy density far exceeds that of the interplanetary
magnetic field.
Effects of the solar wind (and its associated magnetic
fields) are manifest on a variety of magnitude scales:
its variation with solar activity modulates the pene-
tration of galactic cosmic radiation [see Sec. (IE)]
into the solar system; its interaction with planetary
bodies affects their large scale physical en-vi--onment,
as in the case of the terrstrial magnetosphere or that
of the Venusian ionosphere; finally, the solar wind
flux plays a role in establishing the electric charge
on a spacecraft moving in interplanetary space.
(b) DENSITY AND COMPOSITION
The solar wind is believed to be a cold, collisionless,
neutral plasma; cold because its thermal energy is only
about one hundredth of its streaming energy, and colli-
sionless because the mean free path is roughly one
astronomical unit. It is composed of electrons, pro-
tons H+ , alpha particles He ++
 and very small amounts
of heavier ions. During the quiet periods of the sun,
values of 3-5 protons cm-3 ,  3-5 electrons cm-3  and
.1-.2 alpha particles cm -3 are typical near the earth
[Mackin and Neugebauer, 1966; Hundhausen et al., 1967].
Data taken on Mariners II and IV near the planets
Venus and Mars are not inconsistent with a 1/r 2 depen-
dence of density on heliocentric distances in this
region [Mackin and Neugebauer, 1966; Hundhausen et al.,
19671.
The presence of a significant amount of neutral gas
in interplanetary space has not yet been established.
However, the presence of hydrogen atoms in interplane-
tary space has been invoked to explain in a satisfac-
tory manner the Lyman
-a
 radiation observed above one
- IC-2 -
hundred kilometers. Such neutrals might be solar pro-
tons which have undergone .:harge exchange with inter-
stellar hydrogen atoms, and have been scattered back
into the solar system, or they may be of 'errestrial
origin, surrounding the earth like the corona of a	 ,?
comet [Patterson et al., 1963; Brandt and Hodge, 19641.
(c) MEAN VELOCITY, RANDOM MOTIONS, AND TEMPERATURE IN THE
SOLAR WIND
Observations indicate that all components of the solar
wind move with the same mean velocity, v, and that v
is independent of radius between .7 and 1.5 AU. v is
typically 200-500 km sec -1 during quiet periods, and
may increase to 500-800 km sec -1 during solar storms.
These velocities correspond to proton energies in the
range of keV, and electron energies in the range of
eV. The flow appears to be radial, but deviations of
+5° both from the earth-sun line and from the ecliptic
plane have been recorded [Hundhausen et al., 19671.
Solar wind particle fluxes are typically of the order
of 10 8 protons cm-2 sec-1.
Solar wind particles appear to have a highly aniso-
tropic, non-thermal random-velocity distribution
function. The anisotropy is ascribed to the presence
of a weak solar magnetic field, and has directional
properties that are related to the magnetic field
direction. On the assumption of symmetry of motion
about the plane of the ecliptic, so that the mean
velocity, v, lies in the plane of the ecliptic, the
above anisotropy is best described in a solar ecliptic
coordinate system, shown in Figure IC1 [Hundhausen
et al., 19671. Figure IC2 shows typical contour maps
of the proton distribution function at 1 AU. The
deviation of contours from circles indicates the de-
viation from isotropy in the random motion, and the
asymmetry with respect to the v i axis indicates the
departure of the solar wind flux from the earth-sun
direction. Obviously both deviations are variable in
time.
Owing to the ar_lsotropr produced by the magnetic field
it is common to define parallel and perpendicular
particle temperatures, based on various measures
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of the mean Square random velocity, <v 2 >, are used,
and Maxwellian or bi-Maxwellian fits to the distribu-
tion function are possible. Because of disparate
definitions,^arr ;mast be exercised when comparing
temperatures Lhat appear in the literature.
In general the -emperatures of the solar wind particles
parallel and perpendicular to the local. magnetic field
are unequal, and the ratio T j_/T jj lies in the range
1.0-2.5 for protons, and is smaller for electrons.
Figure IC3 demonstrates the variation of T = (M/k) <v2>
as a function of orientation with respect to the
magnetic field; here M is the proton mass and k is the
Boltzmann constant. Electron temperature has been
observed to be 1.5 to 5 times that of protons
[Montgomery et al., 1968].
(d; MAGNETIC FIELDS
The solar wind behaves like a perfect conductor: inter-
planetary magnetic field lines may be viewed as "fro-
zen" into it. Since the sun is rotating and the solar
wind particles are moving nearly radially, the solar
magnetic field lines tend to form long Archimedes'
spirals as shown in Figure IC4. This is known as the
garden hose effect, because the field lines are simi-
lar to the streaklines of a fluid sprayed from a
rotating source. This pattern appears to co-rotate
with the sun as well as show a segmented structure
with oppositely directed fields separated by neutral
sheets. This large scale structure appears to be
relatively long lived, with these gross features pre-
served over many hours [Wilcox, and Ness, 1965;
Hundhausen, 1967].
Near the ecliptic, the solar magnetic field is roughly
contained in the plane of the ecliptic, but fields
have been measured at +10-20 0 out of the ecliptic.
Near the earth, fields of 4-7 y are usual, with fields
as high as 20-50 y occurring during solar storms.
At IAU the theoretical spiral angle is about 450.
[Ness and Wilcox, 19651.
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Ecliptic magnetic fields in the region .7 AU < r < 1.5 AU
may be estimated using
2
Br Bo (r)	 The components Br and Be
B e = Bo av r	 are shown in Figure IC-3
where
a=1AU
Bo = 3 y = 3 x 10-5 gauss
v = solar wind velocity
= solar rotation speed.
(e) SOLAR WIND INTERACTION WITH THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD
As the solar wind blows past the earth, the charged
particles are deflected by the geomagnetic field and
a hollow called the magnetosphere is formed in the
plasma. Because the bulk velocity of the plasma is
larger than the speed of small disturbances in it,
the flow is "hypersonic" or "hyper-Alfvenic," and a
detached bow shock occurs. The region between the
bow shock and the magnetosphere is called the transi-
tion region. It is characterized by large temporal
and spatial variations in fluid velocity, density,
and the magnitude and direction of the magnetic field.
It is here that the cold, highly directed solar wind
is converted into a hot, turbulent plasma (see Figure
ICS) .
As the solar wind flows around the earth, thermal and
magnetic pressures eventually overcome the earth's
magnetic field pressure and the tail or wake of the
magnetosphere forms. Extending far downstream, it may
be detected as far as one thousand earth radii from
the earth [Frank and Van Allen, 1964; King and Newman,
1967).
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The distance from the earth to the stagnation point
is obtained by assuming the dynamic pressure of the
solar wind to be equal at that point to the pressure
of the geomagnetic field. Since the field is com-
pressed by the solar wind, its value at the subsolar
point is frequently estimated to be twice the value
of a dipole magnetic field at the same radius [Mead
and Beard, 19641. Thus
M 2 1/6
RSubsolar	
`4npv 2 1
where R is the geocentric distance of the subso.ar
stagnation point; p gm cm 3 is the mass density of
the solar wind, v cm sec -1 is its mean velocity.
M = 8.06 x 10 25 gauss cm. 3 is the earth's dipole
moment.
(f) SOLAR STORMS
The occurrence of flares on the sun gives rise to
Barge scale variations in the solar wind, known as
storms. These storms are transmitted through the
magnetosphere to ground level, where they can be
sensed by magnetometers. These storms are also re-
sponsible in some way for the presence of auroras
and of the Van Allen belt particles [King and Newman,
19671.
During storms, the magnetic field and the solar wind
valocity attain values as high as 40y and 800 km sec 1
respectively.
There is also evidence indicating that time variations
in the solar wind cause a dynamic response of the
entire interaction structure. Such variations have
'aeen seen as multiple crossings by the space vehicle
of either the bow shock or the surface of the magneto-
sphere [Snyder et al., 1963].
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(g) TERMINATION OF THE SOLAR WIND
As the solar wind expands through the solar system,
the density and dynamic pressure continually decrease,
and eventually, when V,e pressure falls to the point
where it can be balanced by the pressure of the gal-
actic magnetic field or interstellar particles, the
solar wind will terminate. An interaction region of
some kind is expected to exist, and it is believed
that solar wind particles are able to leak through
this region into intergalactic space. Estimates
based on a 1-4 y galactic field yield a termination
radius of 12-160 AU. However, numerical values of
the physical parameters are not known well enough to
establish the termination distance to within an order
of magnitude [Axford et al., 19631.
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(ID) SOLAR COSMIC RADIATION
(a) INTRODUCTION
Interplanetary space contains energetic charged par-
ticles from two main sources; the sur, an-3 the galaxy.
This section deals with the high energy particles
that the sun occasionally injects into the interplane-
tary medium, besides its continuous emission of low
energy (tiKeV) particles in the solar wind. The
association of solar high energy particle [SHEP]
events with solar flares, and their accompaniment by
type IV radio noise bursts [Maxwell, 1965], suggests
acceleration of particles in the magnetic fields of
the chromosphere [Wentzel, 1964].
(b) COMPOSITION, ENERGY RANGE, FLUX' AND TOTAL ENERGY
Table ID. presents the relative numerical abundance
of elemer 3 in the sun, in the solar cosmic radiation,
and in the galactic cosmic radiation [Aller, 1963;
Biswas and Fichte'_ 1964; Muller, 1967; Webber, 19671.
The observed energy spectrum of energetic solar par-
ticles ranges from a few MeV to ti1BeV, with integrated)
fluxes [see par. (ID)(c)] of 10 6 -10 7 protons CM-2 sec
The total energy associated with the corpuscular com-
F:nent of a large solar event may amount t^^ w10 32
 erg.
(c) INTENSITY AND SPECTRA OF COSMIC iAYS
The conventional measure of the total instantaneous
intensity of solar or galactic cosmic radiation is the
flux density of particles, N(t) particles cm- 2 sec-1.
This may refer to a particular element, or to a col-
lection of ele;::ents, but includes particles of all
energies. The time integrated f?ux, particles cm-2,
is the cumulative flux of particles, observed over
the lifespan of a solar event.
Spectra of .:.3smic rays refer to the instantaneous or
cumulative flux of particles over a specific range of
energies. Thus, differential energy spectra, j(T),
- ID-2 -
Table 1D.1
Relative abundances of nuclei normalized to a base of 1.0 for oxygen
Element Sun Solar Cosmic Rays Galactic Cosmic Rays
1 H 120.0 111.0 300.0
2 H 100.0 107.0+14.0 48.0
3 L
-0.001 ............ 0.3
4 B , 5 B <<0.001 <0.02 0.8
6 C .06 0.59+0.07 1.8
7N 0.1 0.19+0.04 <0.8
-
8 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
9F «0.001 <0.03 <0.1
10 N ? 0.013+0.02 0.30
_1Na 0.002 ............. 0.19
12 Mg 0.027 0.043+0.011 0.32
13A1 I	 0.002 ............. 0.06
14 S1 0.035 0.033+0.011 0.12
15 P -21 Sc 0.032 0.057+0.017 0.13
22 Ti_ 28 Ni 0.006 <0.02 0.28
n!>I.I	 9" -IO IS2
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are usually given in particles cm. 2 sec -1 MeV_ 1 , when
instantaneous values are referred to. The correspond-
ing differential rigidity spectra, j(P), are in units
of particles cm 2 sec-1 MV 1. Integral energy or
rigidity spectra, J(>T) resp. J(>P), denote the flux
of particles above a certain minimum energy or rigi-
dity, that is
J (>T) =	 j (T') dT' J (>P) =	 j (P') dP'
T	 P
Obviously J(>0) = N 	 .
The relation between rigidity and kinetic energy is
given by
1/2
P i-(T2 + 2Tmo c 2 )	 _ ^ Million Volts
Here T MeV is the kinetic energy of a particle, moc2
MeV its rest energy, eZ its charge in units of the
electron charge, P MV its rigidity; p MeV/c is its
(relativistic) momentum.
(d) VARIATIONS WITH SOLAR DISTANCE
In the absence of experimental data, the dependence
of flux density on distance from the sun, R, may be
tentatively inferred from the structure of the aver-
age interplanetary field, which appears to be paral-
lel to a plane inclined 10-20° to the ecliptic [Ness
et al., 1964]. This suggests containment of solar
particles near the ecliptic, which leads to a parti-
cle flux density a 1/R.
(e) TIME DEVELOPMENT OF SOLAR EVENTS
Observations of v50 major events lead to the follow-
ing representation of the typical time dependence of
the flux density, i(t), in a solar event
- ID-5 -
Jp exp [- (tp-t) /t r]
J(t) _
^J exL	 p[ (t -t) /t d ]p
t<tp
t>tp
where:
t  = time of peak flux
t = rise time of flux rate
r
td = decay time of flux rate
Jp = peak flux
t  and td are functions of energy; some representa-
tive values of these qualities are given in Table
ID.2 [Hilberg, 1965].
i
Table
	
TD.2
Rise times and decay times for representative
solar cosmic ray events
t
 t 
	 T td td
Events Size	 ( (E> 100MeV) ( > 30'IeV) ( > 100MeV)
(hours) (hours) (hours) (hours)
2/23/56 larg ei 3 30 16
7/10/59 large
	 30 18 40 20
7/14/59 large	 16 12 18 12
7/16/59 large	 12 4 30 18
11/12/60 large:	 10 8 18 14
11/15/60 large	 8 4 16 10
8/22/58 medium	 10 3 20 8
9/3/60 medium	 12 6 32 26
4/28/60 small i
	3 2 8 5
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(f) MOMENTUM SPECTRUM
The spectral shape of observed events is best de-
scribed in terms of the rigidity [Freier and Webber,
1963]:
(-R/R0)
J(R) = J e0
(P/P0)
N (R) = N0e
where J and R refer to instantaneous values of flux
and rigidity, whereas N and P refer to values inte-
grated over the duration of the event. Rol PO are
characteristic rigidities; J0 , N0
 are constants. The
distribution of observed values of characteristic
rigidity is presented in Figure ID1 [Milberg, 1965].
An average time integrated. spectrum for a large event
t	 is shown in Fi gure ID2 [NASP 17 015-001-1, 1965].
(g) STATISTICS OF SOLAR EVENTS
Figure ID3 [Hilberg, 19651 presents the observed size
distribution of --50 major everts, recorded in the
maximum of the 19th solar cycle, in terms of the in-
tegrated flux of protons with energies exceeding
30 MeV. Figures ID4 and ID5, based on these results,
give two possible forms for the probabilistic size
distribution of events [Hilberg, 1966; 7.1odisette,
1965]. It should be noted that the points represent-
ing the largest observed events do not fit the curves
too well. This reflects the fact that %70% of the
total energy, emitted in the form of corpuscular
raalation in all recorded events, was released in
only seven of these. Of these seven events, ,.7ith
N  (E> 30MeV) > 10 9 protons cm-2 , five occurred in two
clusters. Clustering of large events appears to be
common [Gunther, 1167], as well as the non-uniform
distribution of particle emitting regions on t he sun
[Cuss, 19641.
Apart from these reservations, the occurrence of
events is considered random in time. Fi gure ID6
presents the probability of events of a given size
occurring during missions of different durations.
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(h) DOSAGE AND SHIELDING
Whereas mass shielding from galactic cosmic rays is
relatively ineffective (see Figure IE21, this method
is of use in reducing the dose from solar corpuscular
radiation inside a spacecraft. Representative values
of radiation doses are given in Table ID.3, reflect-
ing their dependence on characteristic rigidity and
the amount of shielding provided.
Table ID.3
Radiation dose inside a spherical aluminum shell
(in units of 10 -9
 rads) per unit integrated flux
of protons (E>OMeV)
Thickness (gm cm 2)
Characteristic rigidity (MV)
50 100 150 200
1 5.5 40.0 67.0 83.0
2 1.6 19.0 39.0 54.0
5 0.21 6.1 17.0 27.0
10 0.03 2.3 8.0 15.0
20 0.003 0.6 3.4 7.3
W
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(IE) GALACTIC COSMIC RADIATION
(a) FLUX AND ENERGY SPECTRUM
Energetic charged particles originating outside the
solar system provide a flux on the order of 2 parti-
cles cm-2
 sec- 1 in the vicinity of the earth, with
the bulk of radiation in the range of ti0.5 - ti5.0
GeV kinetic energy/nucleon. The interplanetary mag-
netic field, which is strongly affected by solar
activity, inhibits the penetration of charged parti-
cles to the inner planets, particularly in the low
energy range. Figure IE1, presenting proton spectra
at solar minimum and solar maximum, illustrates the
modulation of galactic cosmic radiation with solar
cycle, and displays the latter's marked effect on the
low energy part of the spectrum [Teegarden, 1967;
Fichtel, et al., 1964; Balasubrahmanyan and McDonald,
1964; Webber, 1967].
(b) COMPOSITION
The chemical composition of galactic cosmic radia-
tion, shown in Table ID.1 (see Sec. ID) demonstrates
the overwhelming preponderance )f light ions, such
as protons and alpha particles [see also Webber,
1967].
(c) DOSAGE AND SHIELDING
In view of the very high energies of galactic cosmic
rays, mass shielding is not effective in reducing
doses. Figure IE2 illustrates this for solar
maximum.
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(IF) METEOROID ENVIRONMENT
(a) INTRODUCTION
Interplanetary space contains a large number of solid
objects called meteoroids, ranging in mass from about
10-15kg to many tons. They move in solar orbits and
are believed to be debris given off by comets (come-
tary meteoroids) and by asteroids (asteroidal meteo-
roids). Most meteoroids of about 10- 3kg or smaller
are believed to be of cometary origin, with a material
density of about 5x102kg m-3;  objects having a mass
greater than 10-3kg contain proportionately greater
amounts of asteroidal debris, having a density of
about 3.5x103kg m-3 . There is a small mass cutoff
size for ?articles in heliocentric orbits, inasmuch
as very sn.all particles, on the order of 10 -15kg or
smaller, are blown away by radiation pressure [cf
Robertson, 1536].
Sections (b) through (g) are a brief discussion of
the distribution and some properties of meteoroids
summarized in Figure IF1. Section (h) is a brief
discussion of the penetration mechanics appropriate
for the estimation of meteoroid impact damage to
spacecraft.
S °
(b) COMETARY METEOROIDo
These meteoroids are believed to be of cometary ori-
gin and their distribution as a function of mass and
distance from the sun can be approximated by the
formula
n(M,R) = AM-' R-S	 (IF/1)
where n(M,R) is the cumulative number of meteoroids
per cubic meter of space having a mass of M kg or
greater at a distance of R AU from the sun. A, a
and S are constants, defined below in Equations
(IF/2) , (IF/3) and (IF/4) .
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The following is a good approximation of existing
information:
n(M,R) = 8.4x10 -22M- 1 R
-ameter- 3 , M>5x10 
-12 
kg(IF/2)
n(M,R) = 6.2x10 -16M-•48R-ameter-3 , M < 5x10-12 kg (IF/3)
Equation (IF/2) is based on the NASA model environ-
ment [NASA, SE 015-00I-1, 19651. Equation (IFJ3) is
based on recent results from satellite penetration
measurements [Jennison et al., 19671. A correction
of 30% has been applied to the data [Dohnanyi, 1966]
to compensate for the earth's gravitational focusing
near earth.
An average earth entry velocity of 20 km sec- 1 and a
material density of 500 kg mete 3r have been assumed
here as representative of meteoroids intersecting the
r	 earth's orbit, that is at R = 1 AU. Penetration
criteria employed [four-Palais, in preparation] are
similar to earlier work by Summers [1959].
The quantity ^ in Eqs. IF/1, 2 and 3 is uncertain.
It may be taken as
a = 1.5
	 (IF/4)
with an uncertainty of about x2 11 . While a = 0 has
been employed by Elsasser [1955], a value for B high-
er than 1.5 may be reasonable for very small parti-
cles (M<_10- 10 kg), and a value of 1.5 or lower may be
reasonable for larger particles [Southworth, 1967].
The uncertainty in n(M,R=1) because of uncertainties
in A and a (Eq. IF/1) is of the order of x3; the un-
certainty in 8 (Eq. IF/4) is therefore not very
serious when R is of the order of 1 AU.
(c) ASTEROIDAL METEOROIDS
These meteoroids originate in the asteroidal belt, at
a distance of 2.2 AU to 3.5 AU from the sun. The
contribution of these objects to the environment near
I f
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1 AU from the sun is negligible [Jacchia, Verniani
and Briggs, 19651 but their distribution in the
asteroidal belt has been estimated [Dohnanyi, in
preparation; cf also Dohnanyi, 1967]. The result is,
in the same notation as Equations (IF/2) and (IF/3)
n(M) = 3.6x10 -19 x M_* 84  meter-3,2.2<R<3.5 (IF/5)
n(M) = negligible, outside 2.2 <R<3.5
A material density of 3.5x10 3kg meter-3 , correspond-
ing to stony meteorites, has been assumed.
Comparison of Eq. (IF/5) with Eqs. (IF/2) and (IF/3)
reveals that, for masses greater than about 10-11kg,
the asteroidal particles are more abundant than are
cometary ones in the asteroidal belt.
Asteroidal particles have an average velocity, rela-
tive to each other, of a:3out 5+5km sec-1 and move in
direct orbits at low inclinations and small eccentri-
cities. Their orbital velocities, relative to the
sun, are about 18 km/sec.
(d) METEORITES
Meteorites are sufficiently large objects to survive
entry through the earth's atmosphere. Hawkins [1963]
estimated their influx rate into earth's atmosphere
F(M) = 5.9x10-18 M 1 meter-2 sec-1 , M>.lkg (IF/6)
where F is the cumulative influx (into earth's atmo-
sphere) per meter 2 per sec of objects having a mass
of M kg or greater.
Very little is known about the velocity distribution
of meteorites. If we assume that the average meteo-
rite has a geocentric velocity similar to that of
photographic meteoroids (17 km/sec), Eq. (IF/6) yields
the following mass distributions per cubic meter*
*A factor of .7 [Dohnanyi, 19661 has also been applied to
correct for the earth's gravitational focusing effect.
IF-5 -
n(M) = 2.43x10 -22
 M 1 meter 
3 
M>.lkg
	 (IF/7)
where the symbols are the same as in Eq. (IF/1).
(e) METEOR SHOWERS
Concentrations of cometary meteoroids into small
volumes of space moving into similar orbits are en-
countered by the earth from time to time. When this
happens, the resulting increase in the flux of
meteors is called a shower. A survey of the increase
in number of meteors during the various showers has
been prepared by Burbank et al., [1965] to which the
reader is referred for details; Lovell [1954] is a
good reference for "shower" orbits and other pro-
perties.
(f) CALCULATION OF PARTICLE FLUXES
Detailed calculation of particle fluxes encountered
by a spacecraft can be obtained from the defining
relation
W
F(M,R) =	 n(M,v,R)v dv
To
where F(M,R)meter-2
 sec-1
 is the cumulative flux of
particles per square meter per second, having a mass
of M kg, or greater, encountered by a spacecraft at
a distance R from the sun. n(M,v,R)dv is the cumu-
lative number: of particles having a mass of M kg or
greater and having a velocity in the range v to v+dv
meter sec- 1
 relative to the spacecraft at a distance
R from the sun.
Since n(M,v,R) dv is not generally known (for the
velocity distribution of photographic meteors, cf
Dohnanyi, 1966), the following approximation is
suggested:
I	 F (M, R) = n (m, R) V 	 (IF/9)
t
t
I
r
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where n(M,R) is defined in Eq. (IF/1) and V is the
mean encounter velocity in meters/sec. For aster-
oidal objects, V is the difference between the
circular orbital velocity of an asteroidal object
and the vector velocity of the spacecraft. For come-
tary meteoroids a mean encounter velocity V of 20 km
sec- 1 may be assumed; this results in somewhat over-
estimating the flux at R>l.
(q) METEOROID FLUXES AT PLANETARY SURFACES
Because of a protective atmosphere, only large objects
and extremely small ones can survive and touch the
planetary surface. Large objects, of the order of
kilograms and greater, make a "fiery" entry through
the atmosphere and loose a substantial portion of
their initial mass because of ablation.
Because of their high surface-area-to-volume ratio,
very small objects, of the order of 10 -10kg or smal-
ler, radiate away the heat imparted by air friction
fast enough to prevent complete ablation. These
particles are rapidly slowed down by air friction
and reach terminal velocities. Mercury is the only
known planet without sufficient atmosphere to prevent
objects of the size of a kg or smaller from reaching
the surface with meteoric velocities.
(h) PENETRATION MECHANICS
Impact of a target by a projectile moving near the
speed of sound, about km sec - 1 , in the target mater-
ial, or much faster, is called high velocity impact
or hyperveZocity impact, respectively. In consider-
ing the penetration of a projectile, three types of
target structures are of interest.
In a semi-infinite target impacted by a sufficiently
energetic projectile, a crater is formed at the im-
pact site by melting and vaporization of the target
material. On the basis of limited experimentation
with spherical projectiles moving at speeds up to
7 km/sec a quantitative relation between the size of
the resulting roughly hemispherical crater and the
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projectile parameters has been proposed (Summers,
19591. In the AMES penetration formula the depth of
penetration, p, is expressed in terms of the density
of target material, p t , the speed of sound in the
target, c, and the projectile's density pp , its dia-
meter d, and its velocity v. Thus
P/d = 2.28(pp/pt)2/3 (v/c) 2/3 	(IF/10)
Another useful form of this relation is given by
p = 3.56 ( p p/p t) 1/3 (1/2 Mv 2 /Et ) 1/3	 (IF/11)
where M is the projectile's mass, and E t the target
material's modulus of elasticity.
For a thin sheet target, the thickness barely stop-
ping a given projectile has to be considered. Experi-
ments indicate that this required thickness, T, is
proportional to the penetration depth into a semi-
infinite target of the same material, with the con-
stant of proportionality depending on the material.
Thus for Aluminum, with a constant of proportionality
of 1.P (Bruce, 1965],
T = 6.41(p p/p t ) 1/3 (1/2 Mv 2 /Et ) 1/3	 (IF/12)
MuZtiple sheet construction provides the most effec-
tive protection from hypervelocity projectiles. In
a bumper configuration, or double sheet structure,
the first sheet serves to break the impact whereas
the back-up sheet catches the debris. Only special
cases of the problem of impact on a double sheet
structure have been solved (Maiden et al., 1965;
Christman et al., 1963; also Proceedings of Hyper-
velocity Impact Symposia 1961, 1963, 1965) gives the
protective thickness of the back-up sheet tb cm, re-
quired against a projectile with a diameter d cm as
t  = .624 d1.056
i
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This relation is valid for aluminum structures only,
subject to the conditions
V>10 km/sec , is/d>.1	 (IF/13)
where v is the projectile velocity, t 2 is the thick-
ness of the outer (bumper) shoe:, and where the
spacing between the bumper sheet and back-up sheet
is 5.08 cm (i.e., 2 inches). Eq. (IF/12) is adequate
for greater double sheet separations, but should be
scaled inversely with the square of the separation
distance for smaller separations.
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(I I) MARS
(IIA) GENERAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MARS
(a) INTRODUCTION
Mars moves in an elliptic orbit with an eccentricity
of ti 0.09 and a period of ti 1.881 earth years. Because of this
eccentricity the synodic period of Mars varies from its mean of
ti 780 days by as much as 20 days; its closest distance from
earth varies over the synodic recursion cycle of ti 15-17 years
by ti 0.3 AU from ti 0.38 AU at perihelic opposition to ti 0.68 AU
at aphelic opposition. Relevant physical parameters of Mars
are given in Table IIA.1 [Michaux, 1967; NASA SE 015-001-1,
1965; Melbourne et al., 1968]. Precise data on state vectors
of Mars and of the other planets are contained in JPL Develop-
ment Ephemeris Tape Number 19 [Devine, 1967].
Table IIA.1
Physical parameters of Mars
Ratio of Mars' mass to earth's mass 0.1074469
Gravitational parameter 4.282844x1019cm3sec-2
Equatorial diameter [6.7868+0.008]Xl08cm
Rotation period (sidereal) 8.86427x104sec
=24 hrs.	 37 min.	 22.7 sec.
Mean distance from the sun 1.5236915 AU
=2.2794104x1013cm
Eccentricity
	
(1970) 0.093377
Mean orbital velocity 24.13 km sec -1
Inclination of orbit to ecliptic(1970) 1 0 50'	 59.5"
-	 (b) GEOMETRIC AND PHOTOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS RELATED TO
PLANETARY OBSERVATIONS
The basic geometrical relationships governing remote
observations of a planet as a whole are illustrated in Figure IIA1.
The planet-observer direction and the planet-sun direction lie in
and define the plane of vision; the angle between these two direc-
tions is defined as the phase angle. In the following earth will
be substituted for observer, without loss of generality.
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Consider a limited region of the solar spectrum where
parameters depending on wavelengths can be considered approxi-
mately constant. The illumination within this range, E lumen m-2
or alternatively the irradiance, I watt cm - 2 , at earth due to solar
radiation reflected from the planet, is a function of the phase
angle a, the planet-sun distdnce R, and the planet-earth distance A.
E is inversely proportional to R 2
 and A 2 . It is convenient to reduce
E (a, R, A), measured at arbitrary R and G, to a value E (a, R0, A0)
for the illumination at fixed distances Ro and Ao:
E(a, Ro , Ao ) = E(a, R, A) R2A2	 (IIA-1)
R2A2
0 0
Conventionally 1 AU is chosen for both Ro and Ao.
The phase function of the planet, O(a), describes the
phase angle dependence of the illumination and is defined:
E(a, R0 , A0)(a) - E o, Ro , 90) (IIA-2)
Let r be the planetary radius, and E s
 the solar illumination at a
distance Ro. Then the solar luminous flux incident on the planet,
at distance R from the sun, is
R2
,r r2 o Es
R2
The total flux reflected by the planet in all directions is equal
to the flux intercepted by a spherical surface at a distance Ao
from the planet, and amounts to
R2	 n
2Tr Ao o	 E (R0 , A0 , a) sina da
R2 fo
The geometrical albedo, p, is defined as
2E(O,R ,A ) A 2
p =
	
0 0 0	 (IIA-3)
Esr2
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and the phase integral, q, is defined as
IT
q - 2	 ^(a) sina da	 (IIA-4)
0
Then the spherical or Bond albedo, A, defined as the ratio of total
reflected to total incident luminous flux, within the range of
wavelengths considered, is given by
2E(O,R ,A )
	
Tr
A =
	
o °
	
Q (a) da	 (IIA-5)
Esr 2
	fo
Pq
In general p, q, and A vary with wavelength. The
ratio of the total amount of solar radiation, reflected over the
whole spectrum, to the total incident radiation is given by the
radiometric albedo, A*. Let Es M, p(a), and q(a) be the spectral
variations of the solar radiation, the geometric albedo and the
phase intagral. Define
00
P* =	 P(a)EsMda	 EsMda
0	 0
m
q*	 gMEs M da	 EsMda
0
Then the radiometric albedo is given by
A* = p*q*	 (IIA-6)
A Lambert surface is a perfect reflector of light at all wavelengths,
so that by definition, A - Ao
 = 1. The amount reflected in a
particular direction is proportional to the projected area in that
direction. If planetary surfaces were considered Lambert spheres
P( A ) = p o* = 2/3	 q(a) = q o* = 3/2
No real planets show this behavior.
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(c) PHOTOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF MARS
The photometric parameters, as defined in Section (IIA)
(b), referring to the integrated light from the entire visible
hemisphere of Mars, are given in Table IIA.2 [de Vaucouleurs,
19641. p, q, A, in this table refer to light integrated over all
visible wavelengths; the wavelength dependence of p and q is shown
in Figure IIA2. The values of the radiometric parameters, p*,
q*, and A*, depend on extrapolation of the spectral response in
both the infrared and ultraviolet, and have, therefore, large
uncertainties.
Table IIA.2
Photometric Properties of Mars
P	 0.149+0.005
q	 1.07+0.05
A	 0.159+0.008
------------------------------
p*	 0.235
q*	 1.24
i	 A*	 0.295
The phase function of Mars, ^(a), is shown in Figure IIA3.
The quantities presented so far are averages, and thus
do not indicate any brightness structure of the planet. Actually
Mars displays a distribution of bright and dark features that is
not uniform in longitude or in latitude over the planet's surface,
and seasonal variations also affect the planet's brightness. The
longitudinal effect, which arises from the varying proportion of
bright areas in the visible hemisphere due to the rotation of Mars,
changes the apparent brightness of the entire visible disk by as
much as +10%.
Extensive observations of the relative brightness of
various Martian features, have yielded contour maps of relative
brightness [de Vaucouleurs, 19671. Such a map is reproduced in
Figure IIA4. These maps are based on observations, conducted
over an extended period of time, and therefore carried out with
varying geometry of each observed feature. No corrections for
_	 geometric and seasonal effects were applied; the data represent,
consequently, averages over various parameters. The data in
Figure IIA4 should be construed as representing normal viewing
at zero phase angle, since the underlying observations are center-
ed on that geometry.
Conversion of relative brightness to absolute brightness
(candles cm-2 ) depending on the distance between Mars and the sun,
IIA-6
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is provided in Table IIA.3 for specific distances, and unit rela-
tive brightness.
Table IIA.3
Conversion of relative brightness on Mars
to absolute brightness
Distance	 Absolute Brightness (candles cm-2)
Aphelion	 0.20
Mean	 0.235
Perihelion	 0.28
Figure IIA.4 does not include the polar caps because of their
drastic seasonal variations. The maximum observed brightness
of the polar cap area has a relative value of 1.8.
(d) POLARIMETRY
The degree of polarization, P, of the radiation reflect-
by a region of the planet, including its atmosphere, is defined as
P = Il - II I
I l + I
II
Here I and I,, are the intensities of observed radiation polarized
perpendicularly and parallel to the plane of vision [see Section
IIA(b)]. Theoretically -1<P<l, but in practice P for the planets
+	 varies typically from fractions of a percent to a few percent.
The variation of the observed polarization is primarily a function
of wavelength and phase angle, and depends slightly on the bright-
ness of the region, and on the season of the Martian year [Dollfus,
19641. Figure IIA5 shows a typical polarization curve of a light
area on Mars, plotted for the accessible phase angles [ibid.].
All natural materials display a characteristic polari-
zation. To use knowledge of the latter and its variations as a
potential source of information on the nature of the Martian
environment, attempts have been made to separate the contributions
to total observed polarization of the atmosphere of Mars and its
surface [Dollfus, 1964].
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(e) RADAR REFLECTIVITY AND SCATTERING BY MARS
The radar back-scatter cross -section, a, is given by
a = ,rr29p
^a
where r is the planetary radius; p, the average reflection coeffi-
cient, is the ratio of total scattered power to total incident
power; g, the directivity, depends on the surface geometry. For
a smooth, perfectly reflecting sphere, g-1; g is close to 1 for
a sphere with a gently undulating surface (Hagfors, 19641; for a
_	 Lambert surface g = 8/3.
Measurement of the c.w. received echo power, Pr , and
-	 knowledge of the transmitted power, P t , the antenna gain, G, the
_.	 distance of the planet from earth, d, and the wavelength, a,
determine a, by means of the relation
a =
(4 IT 3 d `' Pr
G 2 a 2 	Pt
From the measured value of a, ^ is obtained, using
-	 gnl, as appropriate for Mars.
For a material of low electrical conductivity, and with
the magnetic susceptibility of free space, the dielectric constant,
E, is related to the reflectivity at normal incidence, ^ 1 , by
means of
r
1+011/2
-	 E = 1-011/1
To a good approximation p l = P.
Mean values of the cross section, measured at various
wavelengths and expressed as a fraction of the area of the disc,
c/nr 2 are quoted in Table IIA.4. Cross sections of this magni-
tude are consistent with a dielectric constant of between 3 and
3.5.
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Table IIA.4
The Radar Back-scatter Cross-section of Mars
Frequency a Reference
S-band, 12.5 cm
L-band, 43 cm
L-band, 70 cm
0.085
0.07
0.07
(Goldstein, 19661
[Kotel'rikov et al, 19641
(Dyce et al,	 19671
T?-e di-lectric constant and its variations provide an important
clue to the r,a`-.ure of the planet's surface.
Differentiat'on of -che Martian surface causes the
-edar cross section to vary with the position on the disc of
`}:e :,ub-radar point. The crosssection at 12.5 cm and 70 cm
,wavelength is plotter in Figure IIA6 as a function of the lor-
git,lda of the sub-. . ar point [Pettengill and Evans, 19671. The
latitud,: of the sub-radar point was 20°N at the time of the
measurements	 strip map appears across the top of the figure
showing the principal optical features of Mars at this latitude.
The rotation of Mars imparts Doppler frequency shifts
to the back-scattered signal. The width of the peak in the
frequency spectrum is a measure of the r.m.s. surface slope
of topographic structure on a scale greater than the wavelength.
The r.m.s. surface slope on Mars appears to be %6°, measured
at 12.5 and 70 cm wavelengths (Goldstein and Gilmore, 1963;
Dyce et al., 19671, compared to 8 0
 on tie moon.
(f) GROSS THERMAL PROPERTIES
The temperature of Mars has been measured remotely at
the earth in both the infrared and the microwave regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum. These measurements employ methods of
radiometry, based on Planck's radiation law.
The infra-red temperature at middav on the Martian
equator is 298°K for a light area or 306°K for a dark area
[Sinton and Strong, 19601. The range of the diurnal temperature
variation on the equator is estimated to be 140°K [Goody, 19671.
The average microwave brightness temperature of the
Martian disc at opposition is 190 0 + 12°K over a range of wave-
lengths from lmm to 21 cm [Dent et a'l., 1965; Klein, 19671.
- IIA-11 -
If the surface emissivity is 0.89, as determined from the radar
reflectivity, the actual average temperature is 214°K + 14°K.
The phase variation of the disc microwave brightness
temperature is less than 5°K (at least over the range of phase
angles observable from earth, -25° -+ +40 0 ). [Dent et al., 1965].
(g) MAGNETIC FIELD AND RADIATION BELTS
At closest approach to Mars (a radial distance from
the center of the planet of 13,200 km.) Mariner IV detected no
evidence of a Martian magnetic field or of Martian radiation
belts [various authors, 1965]. As a result, in scaling from the
magnetosphere of the Earth, the magnetic moment of Mars is smaller
than 3 x 10 22 gauss cm 3 , which implies an equatorial surface mag-
netic field of less than ti10 -3 gauss, compared to ti0.5 gauss on
earth.
(h) SATELLITES
Two small satellites, Phobos and Deimos, revolve
around Mars in nearly circular orbits, very slightly inclined
to the planets equatorial plane. Physical and orbital data
referring to the satellites are given in Table IIA.5
[Melbourne et al., 1968; Michaux, 19671.
TABLE IIA.5
Known physical and orbitaa arameters of Martian satellites
Satellite a P e i	 m	 R
•	 v
Phobos ti9 0.319 1 0.0170 i	 0.95 12.1 ti8
Deimos ti23 1.262 0.0031 1.73 13.3 ti4
a = distance from Mars' i = inclination to
center in km x 103 Laplacian plane in
P = orbital period in m	 = visual magnitude at
sidereal days v opposition
e = eccentricity R = estimated radius in
km
t
f
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The following facts are noteworthy regarding Mars'
satellites:
(i) The precession of Mars' satellites provides a
measure of Mars' dynamic flattening (= ratio of
the difference between equatorial and polar radii
to the equatorial radius), fo = .00525, versus a
value fo = .0105 for the optical flattening the
source of this discrepancy is yet unresolved.
(ii) Due to Phobos' short period of revolution around
Mars, equal to ti1/3 Martian day, it rises in the
west with respect to an observer fixed on the
planet.
An apparent secular acceleration of Phobos towards
Mars has been deduced from observations of the
former's orbit. The reality of this effect is
still disputed and its potential cause is unre-
solved..
r^
J
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(IIB) SURFACE PROPERTIES OF MARS
(a) GENERAL APPEARANCE
The Martian surface has a sufficiently permanent
topography that regions may be easily identified,
and can be divided into three distinct types by
color:
white areas or polar caps
bright areas or continents
dark areas.
Some regions, notable Solis Lacus, Nepenthes and
Casius, undergo continual change, and all parts
of the planet are subject to alteration of the
pattern between dark and light areas.
Numerous maps of the surface of Mars have been
prepared, based on telescopic observations [for
example North American, 1962].
(b) POLAR CAPS
The polar caps are bright, white deposits located
near the north and south poles. The southern
polar cap is centered on latitude -83°, longitude
30° [de Vaucouleurs, 1954]. The northern polar
cap is centered close to the north pole. The
edges of the polar caps advance in local Martian
autumn and recede in local Martian spring. The
median latitudes of the caps, averaged over many
years, are given as a function of the heliocentric
longitude of Mars (or equivalently, time) in Fig-
ure IIB1 [Antoniadi, 19301. The caps are bordered
by a discontinuous dark fringe which is apparent
in local spring [Dollfus, 1946; Dollfus, 1947].
While the caps are receding, their borders are
broken by dark inlets, and islands of white are
left outside the general region of caps in the
same places each year. During the period in which
they form, the caps are obscured by clouds.
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It is believed that the polar caps are composed
of either solid water or solid carbon dioxide,
but there is no conclusive evidence in favor
of either hypothesis.
(C) BRIGHT AREAS
These regions, which have a generally orange
I
	
	 color, occupy about two thirds of the planet's
surface. There is a slight variation in color
among different bright regions. Mariner IV
photographs show that those bright areas ob-
served, till of the surface of Mars, are rela-
tively rough, with a high density of large
craters, rills and other features [Leighton,
19671. Optical polarization measurements and
the existence of dust storms indicate that the
bright areas are covered with a fine grained
3	 material.
(d) DARK AREAS
The dark areas are of three types: small spots,
short linear features, and extended regions.
The dark areas are largely concentrated in the
southern hemisphere, particularly near the
equator. They are generally grey, but brown,
blue and green are seen in individual small
regions. Mariner IV photographs show a lower
frequency of craters in the dark than in the
bright areas.
The dark areas are affected by waves of dark-
ening which propagate from each pole in local
spring, and which proceed across the equator to
about 22° latitude of the opposite hemisphere.
The latitudes of the boundaries of the two waves
are given as a function of the heliocentric longi-
tude of Mars (or equivalently, time) in Figure
IIB1 [Focas, 1961].
(e) THERMAL PROPERTIES
The gross pattern of temperature distribution on
the surface of Mars and the seasonal variations
of this pattern can be inferred from Figure IIB2
[after Gifford, 1952]. The isotherm maps in this
Figure were constructed from the reduction of ,,1300
radiometric measurements in the infrared, by several
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observers between 1926 and 1943. Because of a
N20% uncertainty in ;surface emissivity, and the
latter's possible apatial variations, the real
temperatures and isothermal contours may differ
from those given in Figure IIB2. Yet, within
these uncertainties, amounting to ti10 0K in
temperature, and corresponding uncertainties in
the exact location of contours, Figure IIB2 is
the best summary of empirical knowledge on the
subject.
A limited number of accurate infrared temperature
drift curves over the sunlit surface of Mars
[Sinton and Strong, 19601 form the basis for
models of the diurnal variation of surface tem-
perature, illustrated in Figure IIB3 [Leighton and
Murray, 1966]. These models take into account
thermal conduction in the Martian surface layer,
assuming this to be a semi-infinite homogeneous
solid, characterized by a thermal parameter (kpc),1/2
(k pc) 1/2 , known as thermal inertia, is a propor-
tionality factor linking the surface heat flux to
temperature variations [Carslaw and Yaeger, 19591.
It depends on the material properties of the solid,
namely its heat conductivity k cal cm-1 sec-1 °K-1,
its density p gm cm-3 , and its specific heat c cal gm-1
° -1K 	 The models of diurnal temperature variation
are also subject to the uncertainties mentioned above.
The observed microwave temperature variation of the
Martian disc [see Section IIA] is compatible with
the infrared temperatures within the thermal model.
(f) TOPOGRAPHY
Radar Doppler shift observations, in the decimeter
range, indicate a relatively smooth surface on Mars,
with an r.m.s. slope of ti5 0 on the meter scale
[Goldstein and Gilmore, 1963; Dyce et al., 1967].
Mariner IV photography suggests an r.m.s. slope of
ti3° on a scale of > 3 km [Leighton et al., 19671.
Radar echo delay measurements indicate that Mars is
also much smoother than earth on a continental scale
[Counselman et al., 19681.
Both types of radar observations suggest elevation
differences on the order of 12 km [Sagan and Pollack,
1968; Counselman et al., 19681. Figure IIB4 shows
an elevation profile of the Martian surface along
a line of latitude at 21°N [Pettengill, 19671. No
clear correlation has been established between sur-
face elevation and the location of visible bright
and dark areas [Pettengill, 1967; Counselman et al.,
19681.
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(g) SOIL MECHANICS
In the absence of direct empirical evidence, models
of mechanical properties of the Martian surface
soil are based on the similarity of the optical
characteristics of Mars' surface to those of ter-
_-	 restrial materials, and on analogy to lunar surface
properties. Subject to the limitations of this
method, the Martian surface layer can be regarded
as fine grained material of very low cohesion
and medium porosity. Grain sizes are estimated to
be in the range of ti0.1--10.0u, with the bulk of
particle sizes near 2-4u; the porosity is estimated
at ti50%, and the density at 1.2-1.5 gm cm- 3 ; the
probable mean angle of friction is 30-35 0 [Scott,
1968; Vaughan and Weidner, 19671.
r
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(IIC) ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF MARS
(a) COMPOSITION
Present knowledge of the composition of the Martian
atmosphere is mainly derived from the study of
Martian absorption spectra with both earth-based
and balloon-borne telescopes. A limited number of
constituents have been identified in this way
[Spencer, 1966; Michaux, 1967]. No in situ chem-
ical analysis of the Martian atmosphere has been
performed to date.
However, the results of the Mariner IV RF Occult-
ation experiment [Kliore et al., 1965; Fjeldbo et
al., 1966a] are consistent with spectroscopic stu-
dies, in confirming CO2 as a principal constituent
of the atmosphere below .30 km, amounting probably to
no less than 50%, and possibly up to 100% of the
content of the Martian atmosphere. Argon and Nitrogen,
two other likely major constituents, lack spectro-
scopic features to permit identification by astronom-
ical methods. Their presence in sizable quantities
can only be surmised on various grounds, and is not
inconsistent with the Mariner IV data.
Astronomical studies of minor constituents have so
far only succeeded in detecting minute quantities
of water vapor, and in obtaining upper limits to the
abundance of other likely gases such as CO, O and 02.
These limiting abundances are too small to affect the
results of the RF occultation experiment.
Above ti90 km the presence of a sizable electron
concentration was observed in the Mariner IV RF
occultation experiment. The problem of the com-
position of the corresponding positive ion layer is
still unresolved.
Table IIC.1 summarizes present information on the
composition of the neutral atmosphere of Mars.
t
t
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Table IIC.1
Composition of the Martian atmosphere
Abundance
gm cm L	 cm-atmGas % Remarks
CO 2 >10.0	 >	 5x10 3 50-100
N 2 <	 3.5	 <27x103 0-20 not observed
A X10.0	 <	 5x10 3 0-50 not observedlu
H 2 O <	 0.004	 <	 5 <0.04
(vapor)
CO <	 9.012	 <10 <0.012 spectroscopic
upper
0 2 <	 0.035	 <25 <0.35
I
limits
(b) TEMPERATURE PROFILE
A crude but fairly direct measure of the temper-
ature in the lower Martian atmosphere is provided
by earth-based infrared radiometry of the planetary
surface [Sinton and Strong, 1960; Michaur., 1967J.
Determination of the atmospheric scale height from
the refractivity profile below 30 km in the Mariner
IV experiment [Kliore et al., 19651 yielded a more
refined estimate of the temperature profile below
that altitu( ,, at the points of immersion into occult-
ation and emersion from it. The electron scale height
in the ionosphere above 125 krl provides an estimate
of temperature in the upper atmosphere; this estimate
depends, however, on the assumed composition of pos-
itive ions. The temperature profile in the altitude
qap between 30 and 125 kni is obtained from a combina-
tion of theoretical considerations [Fjeldbo et al.,
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1966a; 1966b; Michaux, 1967] and bast estimates
of the observed values at the boundaries. A
similar procedure is adopted to obtain the tem-
perature profile above ionospheric peak.
For lack of sufficient empirical data no unique
average temperature profile of the Martian atmos-
phere can be determined at F-esent. But on the
basis of the available data model atmospheres
have been constructed by NASA [NASA, SP-8010,
19681. The model atmospheres, spanning a rea-
sonable range of values of relevant atmospheric
parameters, are intended to serve as engineering
standards. Table IIC.2 summarizes the NASA 1967
model atmosphere parameters for Mars. Figure
IIC1 shows the temperature profiles adopted for
the three NASA 1967 model atmospheres.
Table IIC.2
Summary of NASA 1967 Mars Model Atmosphere parameters
Parameters	
Model Maximum Mean Minimum
Surface pressure, mb 15 7 5
CO2 , % by mass 50 80 100
CO2
	% by volume 38.9 71.8 100
N2 , % by mass 50 20 0
N2 , % by volume 61.1 28.2 0
Surface temperature, °K 300 250 210
(C) PRESSURE AND DENSITY PROFILES
Some realistic estimates of surface pressure (or
density) on Mars have been obtained in the past
from interpretation of earth-based spectroscopic
observations [Chamberlain and Hunten, 1965].
Mariner IV results have, in general, corroborated
}
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the lower of these estimates. Knowledge of the
atmospheric temperature profile, and some assum-
ptions on the chemical composition of the Martian
atmosphere and its variations with altitude per-
mit the construction of temperature and pressure
profiles, based on the hydrostatic equation:
dp = -gpdz
where p is the pressure, p is the density, and
z is height above the surface. The density is
obtained from the equation of state for an ideal
gas:
p = M RT
where R is the universal gas constant, and T the
absolute temperature.
Figures IIC2 and IIC3 present the density and
pressure profiles of the three model atmospheres;
the numerical values of the relevant parameters
are tabulated in Tables IIC.3 through IIC.S [NASA
SP-8010, 19671.
It should be noted that the models presented here
do not take complete account of diurnal, seasonal
and solar cycle variations. The effects of these
become important at high altitudes: at 1000 km
above the surface the atmospheric density may vary
by one order of magnitude between day and night,
and by three orders of magnitude between solar
maximum and minimum [NASA CR-611851.
(d) IONOSPHERE
The peak electron density in the daytime ionosphere
observed in the Mariner IV experiment was ti105
electrons cm-3
 at ti125 km [Fjeldbo et al., 1966a;
Fjeldbo et al., 1966b). The upper limit of the
nighttime electron density was found to be less
than 10 3 electrons cm-3.
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TABLE IIC.3
NASA 1967 MINIMUM MARS MODEL ATMOSPHERE-
Ceomet -
rlc
Altltude
(km)
Temp
(K)
Pressure
(mb)
Density;
(gm/cc:
:.peed
of sound
(m/sec)
Molecular
Weight
Dens it,
scale
Height
(lam)
:;=ber
Density
(Per cc)
:•tear.
Free
Patti
(m;
91s-
cosity
(kg/m sec)
210.0 5.00+0 1.25-` 230 44.0 14.14 1.72+17 °.36-6 1.o6-5
5 185.0 3.03+0 ".65 -1^ 217 44.0 12.50 1.18+17 1.22-5 0.91-^-,
10 160.1 1.71+0 5.63-' 203 44.0 10.85 7.71+16 1.87-5 0.76-5
15 139.4 3.76-1 3.33-4 190 44.0 7.43 4.55+16 3.17- G.65-`20 136.1 4.29-1 1.67-4 188 44.0 7.18 2.28+16 ,.31-5 :464-5
2`, 132.9 2.07-1 9.26-7 186 44.0 7.03 1.13+16 1.28-4 0.62-5
30 129.6 9.85-2 4.02-7 184 44.o 6.88 ;.51+15 2.62-4 0.61-`
35 126.4 4.6t-2 1.93-7 182 44.0 6.72 .64+15 ;.46_4 0.59-540 123.1 2.11-2 9.09-A 179 44.o 6.57 1.24+)r 1.16-5 0.58-145 119.9 ,.54-3 4.21-^ 177 44.o ,.42 ,.7E+14
5^ 11:.7 1•.22-j 1.	 !- 17` 44.0 27 -.62 +14 5.ji- -
113.5 1.83-3 r	 - 1 l 44.0 6.11 1.17+14 1.2j-2
110.3 ',T'.4 3,- _ 17 44.o 5.9< .10+1j 2.93-2 D.,.-
1 7,1
_--» 1.:	 -• 1 44.o 5.80 Z.1"+13 .•2-2
70 104.0 1.}- ^ --1 1 44.0 5.65 ,+12
7'.. 10.0.9 5.1;-5 -1^ 144 43.3 5.47 3.7j+12 5.87-1 0.48-;
80 97.7 2.04-5 1.07-10 163 42.6 5.41 1.51+12 9.52-1 0.47--
95 04.5 7.94-` 163 41.8 1.35 ---«11 -,7-^ 0.47--
!10 91.4 3.05
-6 1.45-11 160 41.1 .29 2.4z+11 J.4	 -
95 88.1 1.19-6 ,.17 75+1- l.-,+l
1.10 85.0 4.81-7 ^.,_1^ 1.- S, 5.37 .10+1. .+i 0.44-
117 85.0 9.53-9. 4.00-13 1r1 2:.7 0.03 -.1 + i.'"': L.`
L'0 85.0 2.37-8 °_."-14 1 •. 25.4 7.,j1
!JO 85.0 6.97-9 2..	 -_ 2 23.2 7.?3 4+1 ^.	 •+
140 85.0 2 .41- 221 20.1 =.= c.	 *^ 7.^c +•
150 85.0 9.75-10 2.-- 240 17.0 - _	 -1+7 1.7;+L --
14-0 95.0 4.32-10 1.)2-1 242 1-.7 L . - --+7 ^, 4+4 -_-
170 85.0 1.94-10 4.54-16 243
-	 .5 12.»_ 1.•_;+7 --
180 85.0 '_.^3-11 2.04_16 245
- -.3 12.-3 7.;, 1.1'2+: »L_
190 8i.0 4.07-11 9.31-17 246 -.2 12.83 3.47+5 4.16+5 »-
+A one-or two-digit number (preceded by a pl.s or minus s ign ) following an entr y indicates th- power of
tee by whicF that entry should 'Le multiplied.
-	 -fir- .
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TABLE 11C.4
';A A I067 MEAN MARS MCrEL ATI40SP=----
ric
Altit. ide('c,
emp
fK'
Pressire
(mot)
Speed
^ f 	 d
f
sec)
Molecular
We igh,
F. -
N=ter
Density
( Per cc)
Free
Pa h
(M)
vis-
-rity
sec)
255 1.51+17246 39.5 -.21 1.1:)+17 - .3
236 39 .5 7.83+14 .9 --
1.3:-0 22° 39.1 5.37+IE
7.81-1 221 5.",+16 4.4--
4. 4,0-1 217 2-5+1- 7.3i-`.
213 1.23+1 1:22-'
1. 50-1 209 7.26+3`
i-32-2 4.19+11
2.37+lc
131..
I:- r .i 1.21-2 2.91
191 .212:
m f , :: i9l
85 7.3t t - 3t-2
90 lzr., ------
12 2.
UO 3l..
123 -.:;. it 3.5:
130
7-
-3.2
--3 2i.-
2.96+1: 7+1
i2-.- 2.39-7 12.37 1.39+10 l.:c-e
170 1.22-7 21.0 13-11 -.46+9 2.32+2220.0 14.76 3.30,9
140 Z 3- 3 19.7 17.14 -
2 3.4 - -
P
2z)
,
337
2-0 23--15 36, 18.;
26o 382 .17.3 iz 7.50
280 165 .7 31.23
300 .73 -;.6
32C' 2;^1. 3-90 -16 15.- 38.62
340 299. C
c
: 2.38-16 14.8 42-59 7
360 I -2i.	 -16 J- - 14.1 46.7i.
380 335- 7 2. .:1-16 --Z I1 3 - 5
. 1
	-
-A one- _ r	 ::-ceded by R ".;s or -nn-s Eign^	 n	 1, . A^ icates t.-.efollowing a
- , e multen
	 'ar.	 -	 -t'-,-4.ed.
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TABLE IIC.5
'!ASA 1x67 MAXIMA MRS MCDEL A3USPHER£'
Oeome'-
ric
Altit.:de
kY?
Temp
YJ
Pressure
(mb?
Density
(gr./cc'
:peed
of Sour:d
(m,/sec)
Molecular
Weight
Density
Scale
Height
( i7n)
Number
Density
(Per	 ec'.
Mean
Y-ea
Path
(m)
Vis-
cosily
(kg!e sec,
300.0 1.50+1 2.'>_-: 313 34.2 25.91 3.62+17 4 .34 -5 i.64-5
280.7 1.15+ 1 1.6	 -. 3o4 34.2 24.31 2.97+17 5.29-6 1.58-5
lc 261.5 8.66+- 1.36-5 294 34.2 22.71 2.40+17 6.54-6 1.47-5
15 242.3 6.39F7 1.09-5 283 34.2 21.11 1.91+17 =.22-6 1.37-5
223.2 4.6o+= 8,48-6 272 34.2 19.5i 1.49+17 1.05-5 1.27-5
-. 210.4 3.23+- 6.32- 265 34.2 15.4E 1.11+17 1.41-5 1.21-1
2c2.5 2. 2» 4." - 26o 34.2 14,•2 3,00+16 1.96-5 1.i7-
3: 194.6 255 34.2 14.37 5.69+16 2.76-54. 186.6 1.03+:. 2.2--- 250 34.2 13.83 3.99+16 3.94-5 1.07-54 178.8 5.81-1 1.;7-= 245 34.2 13.28 2.76+16 5.64-5 1.03-`
5.: 170.9 4.43-1 1.07-6 240 34.2 12.74 1.88+16 8.36-5 0.98-5
6a 160.0 1.78-1 4.57-7 232 34.2 10.74 x.05+15 1.95-4 o.9P-5
- 160.0 -3-2 1.81-- 232 34.2 r:.8c 3.18+15 4,94 -4 0.5r-5
3C 150.0 2.31-P 7.1° ` 233 34.c 10.84 27+15 1.24-3 0.91-5
93 160.0 1.13-2 2.:.I-c: 234 33.5 10.9E 1.12+14 -1.06-3 0.92-5
I
	
101. 160.0 4.66-3 1.15- 2,- 33.0 11.19 2.11+14 7.44-3 0.92-5
32` 160.0 8.47-4 2.31-9 31.5 11.74 3 83+13 4.10-2 0.92-514.: 161.5 1.69-4 3,79-1^. 24. 30.3 11.36 7.50+12 2.07-1 0.93-
16C 224.1 4.34-j 7.19-11 334 27.7 14.52 1.57+12 1.00+0 1.2E-`-
18C 28E.' 2.06-, 2.19-11 356 25.3 19.49 `,.21+11 3.01+0
20u 336.0 1.10-, 12 401 23.3 2`.66 2.3c+11 •, =4+ _
22'j 375.5 6.65-= 4.59-12 439 21.5 33.96 1.28+la 1	 - =
-
2+•0 403.5 4.35-" 2.63-12 468 20.3 3e.08 91+10 2.	 1. 1
260 431.3 3.01-_ -.60-12 498 19.1 42.41 3.11 - 2.21-52_D 458.7 C2-12 530 17.3 46.93 4.55+1
.32-,
'_ 485.9 1.6 r 6.79-1, 564 16.6 51.58 2.46+1:. 6.32+1 2.42-5
532.7 1.2a_ 4.6•-- 60U 5	 .32 - °P-3*lc ? 59+1 2.`2-553E.0 1.	
- -	 - 632 1i.. - 59.7 ••1+1__. 1	 ,-.12 c 2.^561.8 8	 - 6 14 . 0 74.7E __- . 10 1.43 +2 2.7--
3x 585.3 7.2»-- _.	 _ 5 13. 4 79.93 '+9 1.75 *a .,.-
4J0 608.6 6.17-7 1.15-13 714 12.9 85.18 3S*9
-
500 707.4 3.34-7 5.99-14 844 1o.6 329.20 3.42+9 s0+2
60c 781.2 2.15-7 3•'1-14 957 9.1 184.80 2.1:-9 7.87+2
70C 827.0 1.53-7 1..	 -:•• 1038 8.2 213.38 .;-+9 1.17+3300 870.5 1.15-7 1.: -.» 1127 7.3 242.15
.-„+F
1.62+3
9oc 907.9 x.31-8 8...:	 _ 121P 6.5 330. T' 7.43+9 -.11+3
1000 9c4.1 7.1
_ 1:- 6.0 360.7 ;+? a.»+3
-A one-or tvc-digit amber (pre-edcd ty a pll5 or minus sign.) following al. entry indicar . . -.-.e pcwer cf
ter. by which tnat entry should be -i, lt:plied.
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(e) CLOUDS AND HAZE
Three main types of clouds have been observed in
the Martian atmosphere:
1) White Clouds - large moving systems in equa-
torial or temperate zones, or thick shrouds
over the winter pole, enduring for several
months.
2) Blue Clouds - similar to white clouds, but
reflect only blue and ultra-violet light.
Circumstantial evidence indicates that blue
clouds are located at high altitudes, be-
tween ti15 and possibly 100 km.
3) Yellow Clouds - show great variability, in
both size and mobility. Occasionally ob-
served on a planetary scale; in most cases,
however, smaller formations with sizes
starting from the resolution limit of ti100
km.
4) Blue Maze - obscuration of surface features
when viewed at wavelengths shorter than
O
ti4500 A. Occasionally haze clears, and sur-
face detail becomes visible in the blue as
well. No explanation of the blue haze and
its clearing is universally accepted at pre-
sent.
(f) WIND
Estimated wind velocities on Mars and models of
prevailing circulation patterns are derived in
three distinct waysr
(a) construction of a general circulation pat-
tern in the atmosphere, based on the re-
quirement of thermodynamic equilibrium;
(b) inference of average and local wind speeds
from observed weather phenomena, such as
cloud *.notions;
(c) estimate of threshold wind velocities neces-
sary to generate and sustain the observed
dust clouds.
7
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Of these methods, the first one appears most reli-
able. Results obtained from a general circulation
model [Leovy and Mintz, 1966] form the basis for
NASA design criteria [NASA SP-8010, 1967]. These
list the strongest mean winds •- over all longi-
tudes - as westerlies with a velocity of 66 m
sec-1 at 12 km altitude in the winter hemisphere;
easterly winds predominate in the summer hemisphere,
reaching a mean of 29 m sec- 1 at the above altitude
near the equator. Figure IIC4 [Leovy and Mintz,
19661 illustrates these results. The above analysis
includes maximum wind speeds of 162 m sec -1 at 12 km
and 38 m sec at the planet's surface.
The wind velocities quoted above are to be inter-
preted only as large scale mean *notions, and their
numerical values may be subject to modification.
Observations of cloud drifts yielded , 25 m sec
-1 as
an estimate for the average convective velocity.
On the assumption_ of a 1-3 mb depression at the
storm center, local wind speeds of 140 m sec -1 were
predicted as likely to be encountered in a weather
system [Ohring, Tang, Mariano, 19651.
From reasonable assumptions about surface roughness
and grain size, these authors estimate that the
threshold wind speed necessary for generation of
dust clouds lies between 14 and 55 m sec -1.
All quoted estimates were obtained using techniques
and approximations tested on applications in the
earth's atmosphere. Consequently, they should be
interpreted with due caution.
t
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(III)	 VENUS
(IIIA)	 GENERAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF VENUS
(a) INTRODUCTION
Venus moves in a nearly circular orbit, with an
eccentricity of %0.0068 and a period of -0.615 earth
years. The synodic period of Venus varies from %580
to %588 days, with a mean of , 584 days; its closest
distance from earth varies from , 0.265 to 0.289 A.U.
in distinction from the rotation of all other planets
that of Venus is retrograde. Relevant physical para-
meters of Venus are given in Table IIIA.1 [Allen,
1963; De Vaucouleurs, 1964; Melbourne et al., 1968b,
NASA SE 015-001-1, 19651. Precise data on state vec-ors
of Venus are contained in JPL Development Ephemeris Tape
Number 19 [Devine, 19671.
Table IIIA.1
Physical parameters of Venus
I Ratio of Venus' mass
to earth's mass
Gravitational para-
meter
Equatorial diameter,
optical
Equatorial diameter,
radar
Rotation period
(sidereal)
Mean distance from
the sun
Eccentricity (1970)
Mean orbital
velocity
Inclination of
orbit to ecliptic
(1970)
).8150004
3.248601 x 10 20
 cm  sec-21
(1.2240±0.0015) x 109 cm
(3.2104±0.0006) x 109
 cm
242.6±1 days
0.7233316 A.U.
1.082089 x 10 13 cm
0.0067873
35.02 km sec-1
3°2'39.6"
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(b) GEOMETRIC AND PHOTOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS
These relationships are defined for Venus in the
same way as for Mars [see Section (IIA) (b)].
(c) PHOTOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF VENUS
The available photometric data on Venus are limited
to those obtained from the light integrated over
the whole planetary disk. The orbit of Venus lies
inside the orbit of the earth, and so the phase
function ^ (a) is available over all phase angles.
^ (a), measured in the visible spectrum, is plotted
in Figure IIIA1 [de Vaucouleurs, 1964]. ^ (a) has
also been measured in the ultraviolet [Knuckles et
al., 1968].
The values of the geometric albedo P, the phase
integral g, and the spherical albedo A, for visible
light--standardized to the "V" photometric system
with effective wavelength a = 0.55u--are [de Vaucouleurs,
1964]:
p = 0.650
g = 1.087
A = 0.70
(d) POLARIMETRY
The degree of polarization, P, is defined for Venus
as for Mars [Section (IIA) (d)]. In Figure IIA2
and IIA3 P is plotted as a function of phase angle
for various spectral bands in the visible and in
the infrared. Figure IIA2 refers to the whole disk,
whereas Figure IIA3 refers to a region near the
equator, which is likely to be typical [Dollfus,
1966j.
(e) RADAR REFLECTIVITY AND SCATTERING
Due to the perpetual cloud cover of Venus and its
optically opaque atmosphere, radar observations are
an essential source of information on the properties
of the planet ' s body and surface. Ana lysis of the
radar reflectivity of Venus has yielded: (i) the
average dielectric constant of the surface; (ii) at-
mospheric absorption; (iii) variability of surface
)
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FIGURE IIIA2 - VISUAL POLARIZATION CURVES OF VENUS
.47u - UPPER LEFT SCALE. .55u -
RIGHT SCALE, .65u - LOWER LEFT SCALE.
OBSERVATIONS REFER TO A REGION NEAR
THE EQUATOR, MIDWAY BETWEEN LIMB AND
TERMINATOR (AFTER DOLLFUS, 1966)
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FIGURE IIIA3 - POLARIZATION CURVES OF VENUS IN THE
INFRARED 0.8u - UPPER RIGHT SCALE;
0.95u - LEFT SCALE, I.05µ - LOWER
RIGHT SCALE.	 (AFTER DOLLFUS, 1966)
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roughness and presen ce of surface features;
(iv) the average surface slope; (v) the
radius of Venus; (vi) the rotation parameters
of the planet.
The average dielectric constant of Venus, e,
is obtained from its radar cross section a 
[see Section (IIA) (e)]. a  of Venus, as a
function of wavelength, a, is shown in Figure
IIIA4 [Evans, 1968]. The variation of a 
from ti0.071 at 3.8 cm to a constant value of
,u0.15 above ti20 cm is ascribed to atmospheric
absorption, which is thought to decrease with
increasing a, and to be negligible above '.20 cm.
The observed variability of a at a given a -
observed at all wavelengths - is attributed to
changing roughness and reflectivity, as the sub-
radar terrain varies from observation to ob-
servation. If cross sectional data below 20 cm
are discounted because of the uncertain contri-
bution of atmospheric absorption, a dielectric
constant e ,, 5 is derived, under the assumption
that the geometric factor is g=1 [Pettengill
et al., 1962].
Information on average surface slope is derived
in radar observations from the angular power
spectrum, which analyzes the power of the radar
return echo as a function of angle of incidence
of the radar wave on the planet. The angular
power spectrum is obtained either from the fre-
quency spectrum of continuous-wave radar echos
[Carpenter, 1964; Muhleman, 1964] or from the
time delay power spectrum of pulsed radar echos
[Beckman and Kemperer, 1965]. These methods in-
dicate that Venus is smoother than the moon on
a large scale, but that local slopes are steeper.
More details on surface properties will be found
in Section (IIIB).
Combination of radar and astronomical data on the
orbital motion of earth, the moon, Venus and
Mercury, and radar time-delay measurements [Ash
et al.. 1967] have yielded a highly accurate
value for the radius of the solid body of Venus
[Ash et al., 1968; Melbourne et al., 1968a).
The radius of Venus, obtained in this manner, is
found to be ,6050+5 km.
t
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FIGURE IIIA4
THE RADAR CROSS SECTION OF VENUS
VS WAVELENGTH. ALSO SHOWN ARE TWO
CURVES COMPUTED FOR SIMPLE MODELS
OF THE ABSORBING BEHAVIOR OF THE
CYTHEREAN ATMOSPHERE. BOTH CURVES
HAVE BEEN FORCED TO PASS THROUGH
THE POINTS OBTAINED AT X = 3.8
AND X = 12.5 CM. (AFTER EVANS.
1968).
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FIGURE IIIA5 - THE OBSERVED MICROWAVE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
OF VENUS (AFTER HO ET AL.. 1966)
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By aL lyzing the Doppler spread of radar echos
from Venus, and by long term observation of the
motion of surface features, the rotation period
of Vent, has been determined, as well as the
direction of its rotation axis, e.g. [Shapiro,
1967]. The values of these parameters given in
this reference are
Period	 = 243.09+0.18 days, retrograde
North Pole R. A. = 275+1.8°
Declination	 = 65.8+1.2°
These values are in substantial agreement with
other recent determinations.
(f) GROSS THERMAL PROPERTIES
The infrared temperature of Venus, measured be-
tween 8-12u, is approximately 234°K [Sinton and
Strong, 1963;, and is apparently independent of
phase [Murray et al., 1963]. This uniform tem-
perature is generally believed to refer to the top
of the Venusian cloud layer.
The average microwave brightness temperature is
a strong function of wavelength, which is shown
in Figure IIIA5. Similar to the wavelength vari-
ation of the radar cross section, the brightness
temperature increases with increasing wavelength,
and reaches an approximately constant value in
the decimeter region [Ho et al., 19661. This
suggests that the brightness temperature of ti600 0K
at longer wavelengths is attributable to emission
from the surface, believed to be at a true tem-
perature of 000 0K; at shorter wavelengths cooler
atmospheric layers account for the lower observed
brightness temperature.
As with the average brightness temperature, a
marked wavelength dependence is observed in zhe
phase effect of the microwave temperature, which
is illustrated in Table IIIA.1. Here oT°K denotes
the amplitude of the variation from the mean tem-
perature T o °K and "e 0 " is the phase lag angle,
measured from superior conjunction. The brightness
temperature at a given phase is expresses as
- IIIA-8 -
TB = T o + AT cos(6-80)
Table IIIA.2
Microwave phase effect of Venus
X(cm) To°K AT°K 8
1	 0.34 -299 -11+2 0+5
0.8 427 41 2
0.86 380 27 0
3.15 621 73+6 11.7+22
3.75 646 60
10.00 622 41+12 21+9
10.60 <15
11.3 .25
21.2 597 <12
(g) MAGNETIC FIELD AND RADIATION BELTS
At closest approach to Venus, at a radial dis-
tance of , 10,150 km from the planet's center,
Mariner V detejted no evidence of a Venusian
magnetic field or of radiation belts [Bridge
et al., 1967; Van Allen et al., 1967]. As a
result, on scaling from the magnetosphere of
the earth [see Section (IC) (e)], the magnetic
moment of Venus is estimated to be smaller
than .JX10 23 gauss cm 3 , versus , 8.07xlo 25 gauss
cm 3
 on earth.
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(IIIB) SURFACE PROPERTIES OF VENUS
(a) INTRODUCTION
The solid body of Venus appears to be completely
enveloped in an opaque layer of clouds that obstruct
observation of the planet's surface at optical and
nearby wavelengths. Microwave radlation, at cm and
longer wavelengths, penetrates to the surface. but
observations in this spectral region are of prior spa-
tial resolution. At beat an effective resolution of
a sizeable fraction of the planet's disk is attained
with passive interferometric methods, compared to the
optical solution of Martian surface detail on a scale
of ti 50 km. Such fine resoultion has been recently
approached by radar interferometric studies of Venus,
but results of the latter pertain to reflecting prop-
erties of the planetary surface in the microwave region,
whose interpretation is somewhat ambiguous.
(b) TOPOGRAPHY
In view of the introductory remarks, topographical
information on the surface of Venus is limited to
certain statistical characteristics deduced from
radio observations, such as average surface slope or
roughness, while information on surface differentiation
and surface features is available only with respect to
radar scattering properties.
Mean surface roughness or mean surface slope is deduced
from the observed power reflected to the radar receiver,
by introducing the so-called back-scattering function,
P(o). P(0) expresses the relative amount of back-
scattered power as a function of the mean angle of
incidence, ¢, on the reflecting surface. The shape
of P W is sensitive to the mean surface slope or
roughness, on the scale of the applied wavelength.
Two alternative methods can be used to obtain P W
from the immediate observational results. The rotation
of Venus imparts to the reflected CW radar signal a
Doppler broadened power spectrum P s (f), with a center-
to-limb bandwidth f o , *.where f denotes frequency. By
means of the transformation
loo	 dp (f )  /df
P( m) a cos	 2	 2	 2	 1/2 df
	
ff 0 sin 0 (f2 	 sin 0)
-1 W Ewell
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P(W) is obtained from the observed P s (f). Typical
shapes of Ps (f) and P(0) of Venus are shown in
Figures IIIB1 and IIIB2 [Carpenter, 1966]; for com-
parison the latter figure contains a curve of P(¢)
for the moon.
In pulsed radar echo delay measurements one obtains
P(f) directly from the delay power spectrum P(T), since
^ and T are related by
= cos-1 (1 - 2r)
where T is the delay, c the velocity of light, and r
the ^lanetary radius. Figure IIIB3 [Pettengill et al,
19671 chows Venus echo power versus delay; it contains
also a lunar comparison curve.
Schematicall y
 the back-scattering function can be
regarded to result from two types of reflection:
quasi-specular reflection, predominant at small
which provides a clue to the r.m.s. slope on a scale
large compared to the wavelength applied, and diffuse
reflection, important at large ^, and indicative of
roughness on a smaller scale. The slope of P(f) of
Venus at small ^ in both Figures IIIB2 and IIIB3 is
steeper than that of the corresponding lunar curves,
suggesting a smoother surface for Venus; the r.m.s.
slope inferred from P(f) is -5 0 for Venus, versus ti8°
for the moon [Carpenter, 1964].
Besides the information on small-scale roughness
provided by the diffuse component of P(f), additional
knowledge is _gained from the depolarization of the
reflected signal.  Ref l ec .ion b y a smooth surf ace
reverses the polarization of the incident signal,
whereas the presence of small scale irregularities
(compared to the wavelength), or of multiple scattering;
destrovs this simple relationship. Evidence from all
above sources points to a fraction of ,1/10 of the
Venusia- surface being rough on a scale small compared
to decimeter wavelengths [Carpenter, 19661.
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Mean characteristic properties of Venusian surface
relief can a larger scale are inferred from the
striking periodicity of the radar cross section,
or , at 7.8 m [James et al., 1967 1. The character-
istic period over which o r oscillates be .weait e.-. rremes
of 0.03 and 0.5 appears to lend itself to an interpre-
tation in terms of a gently sloped corrugated planetary
surface with peak altitudes s imilar to those of terres-
trial mountai.; peaks, and peak to peak separation of
ti1000 km. Such a structure is not incompatible with
radar echo delay measurements of the radius of Venus
[Ash et al., 1968].
Strong evidence for the presence of distinct and
permanent surface features is drawn from anomalous
radar echos returned by localized regions on Venus.
These have been observed independently by a number of
investigators at different wavelengths [Goldstein, 1965;
Carpenter, 1966; Rogers et al., 1969 1; the coordinate
system used is that defined by Carpenter [1966].
Table IIIB.1
cation of Radar Features on Venus
Location fr ^_;:	 Probable
Lincoln Lab	 JPL	 Location from	 I
Observations
	 identifi-	 JPL Observations
i Ft	 •:ure	 * la_t.	 *long.	 cation	 * lat.	 *long.
-26+3	 -1+2 Go a -29+2 0+?
H II +24+2	 -81+2 :0 a +23+4 -78+6
H III +31+2	 -78+2 None
H IV -7+3	 -65+3 Ca C -6.8+5.8 - 68.9+1.3
H A +23+2	 -68+2 Ca D2 J-22.7+1.7
(	
-70.0+0.i
H B -12+3	 -61+ 3 Ca B1 - - 11.9+4 . 4 -75.8+0.6
H C -13+2	 - 36+3 None
H D +10+4	 ; -39+4
I	 I
N,. ne
L	 J
H - Haystack
Go - Goldstein
Ca - Carpenter
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(c) SURFACE COMPOSITION AND TEXTURE
For want of other reliable empirical data, the best
indicator of Venus surface composition and texture is
the dielectric constant, c, deduced from the observed
radar reflectivity of the planet [See Sec. (IIA)(e)].
Though no universal agreement exists with respect to
the value of E -- estimates ranging from as low as 2.2
to as high as 7.1 [Francis, 19651 -- a value of 4-5
appears most realistic, when atmospheric attenuation
and surface roughness effects are correctly accounted
for [Evans, 1968]. If the surface of Venus is solid,
such values of E suggest a surface consisting of
compacted rocky material, less porous than lunar
surface material [Evans et al., 1965]. Extensive
bodies of water appear to be ruled out, in view of
the likely value of a as well as for other reasons
[See. Sec. (IIIC)(a)], but oceans of hydrocarbons are
not excluded on the strength of their reflecting
properties alone.
Though attempts have been made to closely circumscribe
the composition and texture of Venusian surface material
[Mueller, 1964; Pollack and Sagan, 1965], the conclusions
drawn in these references do not rest on firm empirical
evidence. The most likely composition of the surface
of Venus appears, therefore, to be a combination of dry
compact silicates and carbonates.
(d) THERMAL PROPERTIES
In view of the repeated radiometric observations of
Venus in the microwave region [See Sec. (IIIA)(f)],
and on account of the recent results frog, the Mariner
V flyby and the Venera 4 descent, it appears virtually
certain that the average Venus surface temperature is
ti600-650°K, or slightly higher.
The distribution of temperature over the surface of
venus is not yet clearly resolved. The evidence from
the microwave phase effect is controversial, and it is
not yet clear, how muc'i of the observed effect should
be ascribed to the atmosphere [Hansen and Matsushima,
19671. Radio interferometric studies of Venus support
the presence of considerable dependence of temperature
on longitude and latitude [Clark and Kuzmin, 19651,
but need to be repeated in order to resolve remaining
ambiguities.
Typical maps of Venus surface temperatures are
presented in Figure IIIB4 [after Pollack and Sagan,
1965b], but have to be regarded with proper caution,
before further empirical evidence attests their
validity.
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(IIIC)
	 ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF VENUS
(a) COMPOSITION
The recent in-situ analysis by Venera 4 [Vinogradov,
1968] has firmly established CO 2 as the major con-
stituent of the sensible atmosphere of Venus, amounting
to at least u8%, and probably no less than 90%, of the
gases present in it. This is in agreement with results
deduced from the Mariner V S-band oscillation experiment,
and is consistent with earlier spectroscopic observa-
tions, which failed to identify any other major com-
ponent in the atmosphere of Venus [Koenig et al., 19671.
It is not clear which gases make up the remainder of
the Venusian atmosphere, apart from a number of constit-
uents that have been identified in trace amounts - on the
order of < 10
-3
 fractional abundance - by either spectro-
scopic methods or through analysis aboard Venera 4. The
presence of N 2
 in substantial amounts is not yet ruled
out, but the Venera 4 experiment set a limit of %7% to
its fractional abundance. Likewise, the total mass of
atmospheric gases is not known with certainty, in view
of the discrepancies between the Venera 4 results, and
conclusions drawn from the Mariner V experiment, to be
discussed in greater detail in section (IIIC) (c).
Table IIIC.1 presents a summary of estimates of frac-
tional abundance, reported recently by various investi-
gators [2nd Arizona Conference on Planetary Atmospheres,
1968].
The chemical composition of the ionosphere, deduced
from the observed electron concentration above °-100 km
and its altitude profile, appears to change from a pre-
ponderance of CO+
 ions at lower altitudes to the over-
whelming abundance	 protons beyond an altitude of
750 km [Mariner Sta , ford Gr ap, 196',].
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Table IIIC.1
Fractional abundance of molecular species
in the atmosphere of Venus
Species	 %	 I	 Source
Cot%90
	 i	 Vinogralov
N2
H2O
i
He
CO
02
HC 1
CH 
COS
N 20
NH3
<7	 J
.U4<.7 <,7 	 i
.01 McE lroN7
i
.! 045 Benei :t
%.003
i
Hu ten
-,.0001 Be-iedict
<.00007 Kuiper
_nnOQS ^ 
< . 1;0005 --enedict
,.000005
HF	 < 10001
(b) TEMPERATURE PROFILE
The temperature profile of the Venusian atmosphere appears
to be well established down to the level where the tempera-
ture reaches 550°K. This profile is based on various
astronomical observations, the results of Mariner V, and
in-situ measurements by Venera 4 [De Vaucouleurs and
Menzel, 1959; Kaplan, 1962; 2nd Arizona Conference on
Planetary Atmospheres, 1968; McElroy, 19681. The alti-
tude of the 550 °K level is, however, not firmly determined,
nor is the variation of temperature below it well under-
stood in a form compatible with the absorption properties
of the predominantly CO 2
 atmosphere in the microwave
region [Ho et al., 1966; Gale et al., 1968; Thaddeus, 19681.
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This uncertainty is reflected in the low altitude
portion of the Venusian model atmosphere temperature
profiles sho, •.*n in Figure IIIC1. At altitudes above
the 550°K level the temperature variation presented
rests on a firmer empirical basis [see above]. The
diverging curves at high altitudes show the dependence
of temperature in the upper atmosphere on the varia-
tion in solar ultraviolet flux [NASA Design Criteria,
1968].
(c) PRESSURE AND DENSITY PROFILES
The full extent of present uncertainty about the
properties of the Venusian atmosphere is manifest
in the lower altitude portion of the pressure and
density profiles, presented in Figures IIIC2 and
IIIC3 [adopted from NASA Design Criteria, 19681.
The estimated surface pressure ranges from -b16.5 to
%165 earth atmospheres, depending on the interpreta-
tion of the Mariner V and Venera IV results, and
their assumed correlation with the radar measurements
of the pianetary radius.
Venera 4 was deployed into the atmosphere from an
altitude above the sur.Zace marked by a radar altitude
marker as ,26+_l. 3 } m [Avduevskiy et al., 1-968].
  From
there on, for a period of ti94 minutes, ua t_1 loss of
radio contact with the probe, atmospheric p?rameters
were monitored by the probe: temperature was measured
over the entire period of descent, and a final reading
of ti544°K was obtained; pressure and density were
directly measured down to levels where their ambient
values exceeded the probe's instrumental limits. The
Venera 4 pressure and density data below those levels
are results of extrapolation, which yielded for the
terminal pressure a value of %16.5-%20.5 at. The tot°t
path covered by the probe in the atmosphere was deduc
from the time sequence of measured atmospheric parameter
values, and the known aerodynamic properties of the
probe. The path length, so obtained, was 28+1 km,
consistent with the assumption that Venera 4 did, indeed,
land on the planet's surface.
Mariner V, on the other hand, performed a measurement
of the atmospheric refractivity profile, as a function
of distance from the center of Venus, and not of altitude
above the surface [Kliore et al., 19671. This profile
was ob'%;ained only down to the level at which the refrac-
tivity becomes critical, corresponding to a pressure of
%5 at and a planetocentric distance of ti6092 km.
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According to the Venera 4 results this pressure
level is at an elevation of ti14 km above the surface.
This, however, is in conflict with the ti5056 km radar
radius of Venus [see Sec. (IIIA) (e)], which indicates
that a distance of ,6092 km corresponds to an altitude
of ,36 km above the planet's surface, and not 14 km.
Though it is not ruled out, that Venera 4 landed at an
elevated region of tha surface, the required altitude
of 22 ism is contradicts: by all other evidence from
radar observations. A widely accepted solution to
this dilemma is the assumption that contact with
Venera 4 was lost ,:.ien the latter was at an altitude
of , 22 km, and , had not yet reached the surface. The
question is, however, not yet completely settled.
The range of values of Venusian atmospheric parameters
that has to be taken into account in view of the
uncertainty, discussed above, is presented in Tables
IIIC.2-III7 [adopted from NASA Design Criteria, 19681.
(d) IONOSPHERE
Thanks to the Mariner V dual-frequency occultation
experiment [Mariner Stanford Group, 19671 the iono-
spheric structure of Venus is relatively well explored.
It displays a str._cing differences between the bright
and dark hemispheres of the planet, which is illustrated
in Figure IIIC4. As a result of presumed interaction
with the solar wind the daytime ionosphere terminates
abruptly at a distance of ti500 km from the surface.
The observed peak electron density, at %150 km, was
",5x10 5
 cm­ 3 . On the night side the electron density
reached a maximum of ti10 4 cm-3 at a similar altitude,
but did not lapse to the interplanetary level of ,10
cm 3 below a distance of , 3500 km from the surface.
(e) CLOUDS AND HAZE
The high visual albedo of Ve
featureless appearance in ne
favor the assumption that th
thick permanent cloud layer.
and the composition as well
of the cloud particles, are
[Koenig et al., 1967].
nus (%.73), and its
ar infrared and red light
e planet is shrouded in a
The nature of the clouds,
as characteristic dimensions
still subject to uncertainty
At shorter wavelengths, and especially in the ultraviolet,
strongly time dependent markings have been observed
[Smith, 19671, which may indicate the presence of atmo-
spheric motion at the levels penetrated by these
observations.
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(f) CIRCULATION AND WINDS
The absence of any observational data on the nature
of meteorological processes in the atmo-phere of
Venus, coupled with Cie lack of firm data on the
temperature distribution at the surface, permits only
highly conjectural predictions on circulation patterns
and winds. If substantial polar cooling is absent, and
the Coriolis acceleration can be neglected on accou nt of
Venus' slow rotation, a symmetric circulation pattern 	 }
appears plausible, with hot gases rising at the subsolar
point, and, after cooling, descending at the antisolar
point [see Figure IIIC 51. 	 -
Maximum wind velocities have been calculated [Ohring
et al., 19651 on the assumption of a synchronous 	 =
rotation period for Venus, by means of a linearized flaw
model, including further simplifying approximations.
The results of this model computation are shown in
Figure IIIC 6; in view of the tentative character of
their underlying assumptions, these results should be
regarded with proper caution.
(g) ATTENTUATION OF HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO WAVES
On account of the observed variation with frequency
of the microwave temperature of Venus and its radar
cross section, noticeable attenuation may be attributed
to the atmosphere in the S, X, and K frequency bands.
The attenuation at normal incidence may be expressed
as (Gale et al., 1968)
AA = 75/x 2 in dB
where a is measured in cm.
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